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BYPASS FLOW AND TISSUE PERFUSION: A DUAL TRACER DETERMINATION 

Michael L. Goris 

University of California 
Berkeley, California 

ABSTRACT 

The density function of transit times of a tracer 

through a vascular or perfusion system contains information 

about the flow of carrier and the dtstribution volumes of the 

tracer. 

To derive the density function of transit times from 

observational data, one has to correct the latter for recir-

culation. 

This is done by independently estimating the effect of 

recirculation on a known density function of transit times 

(in this case a delta function). 

It is shown how the tissue perfusion of an organ can be 

estimated from the density function of transit times of a 

diffusable tracer injected into the organ, and how an error 

in this estimation results if bypass or shunting is not ac

counted for. 

The physiological significance of this shunting is re

viewed, and it is sl:lown how the shunting fraction of the flow 

can be estimated from the simultaneous analysis of the densi-

ty functions of transit times of a diffusable and a non-dif-

fusable tracer. 

The method is applied to the hind limb•of a dog. The 



tracers are colloid ( 99mTc labeled) and Xenon ( 133Xe). The 

results are consistent with observations on the bypass flow 

made by other means. 
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INTRODUCTION 

We intend to present a method allowing one to determine 

the bypass, or functional shunt flow, and the tissue perfu

sion of peripheral organs. 

We will show how external detection of radioactive tra-

cers can be used in such a manner that counting geometry does 

not introduce an error, and how the first passage of the tra-

cer through the organ can be determined by correcting for re

circulation. 

A. The Density Function of Transit Times: The First Pass De

termination 

The relation between the function describing the first 

passage through an organ (or vascular bed) and the tissue 

perfusion (or blood or plasma flow), will be discussed exten

sively in the next chapters. At this point it is sufficient 

to state that we will show how the average time spent within 

the system' (or the mean transit time t) by a true flow tracer 

is related to the virtual distribution volume (V) of the tra

cer, and the flow of carrier (F), as 

t = V/F 

The function describing the first passage through the 

system, h(t), is the density function of transit times and 

has dimension tirne- 1
• The function h(t) is defined as fol

lows: 

The system (which is an organ, or some tissue) is as

sumed to be stationary as far as flow (F) and volume (V) are 



concerned. For the tracer used there are no infinite pools 

(or metabolization), often referred to as "sinks", within 

the system. There is a single input artery, and a single 

output vein. 

2 

If a quantity Q or the tracer is injected at time = 0 in 

the system through the input artery, the amount or tracer 

leaving the system per unit of time, at time t, through the 

output vein is 

Fc(t), 

where F is the carrier flow, and c(t) the concentration or 

the tracer in the carrier at the output, at time t. 

In the absence or recirculation h(t) is defined as 

and represents the fraction or the injected amount (Q) leav

ing at time t, per unit of time, or alternatively, the frac

tion or the tracer having a transit time t. 

From the preceding (the absence of infinite pools) it 

follows that 

Furthermore, by definition the mean transit time is given by 

t = I ~ h ( t) d t = v /F 
0 

In the presence of recirculation h(t) cannot be determined 

directly. 

• 
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B. The Experimental Determination of h(t) 

1. External detection 

The defining equation for h(t) can be rewritten as 

Qh ( t) = Fe ( t) 

and since the flow is constant, and there are no infinite 

pools 

Q = F Jcoc(t)dt 
0 

3 

Therefore, h(t) can be determined from the venous concentra

tion of the tracer (c(t)) as follows 

h(t) 
c(t) 

=I wc(t)dt 
0 

The venous concentration c(t) could be determined directly by 

blood sampling, but fast and accurate blood sampling presents 

its own difficulties, even if in the final analysis it leads 

to more accurate counting. 
I 

External detection is more convenient. In general ex-

ternal detection is used topically: the detector is so placed 

that the org~n is in its field. The detected value is there

fore not Fc(t), but q(t), which is the amount remaining in 

the organ. 

If one defines H(t) as: . rt H(t) = 
1 

h(-r)d-r 
""0 

then, barring recirculation, q(t) is necessarily defined as 

Q(t) = (1-H(t)).Q 
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However, the detecting system yields count rates cr(t) which 

are only proportional to q( t) 

cr(t) = y.q(t) 

where y is the yield, or counting efficiency. The counter 

efficiency depends on the inherent characteristics of the 

counter, which are invariant in time, but also on the geo~ 

metrical relation between the tracer and the counter, and 

the absorbing medium between them. Those last factors may 

change as the tracer flows through the organ, unless the 

counting efficiency is uniform for tracer elements localized 

at different points in the organ, or if the tracer distribu

tion is homogeneous at all times. If not, we have the rela

tion 

cr(t) = y(t) .q(t) 

but since no localization information is independently given, 

y(t) is unknown. Topical external detection is nevertheless 

frequently used. 

Although nobody claims a uniform efficiency of counting 

for tracer elements localized in different points of the sys

tem, many people assume that the claim to homogeneity can be 

satisfied to some extent. The basis for it is dichotomous. 

First, they do restrict the system to that part of organ or 

tissue that the detector effectively sees, normalizing the 

injected dose by using the zero intercept. Secondly, they 

assume that - in compartmental terms - the compartments are 

geometrically intermixed, so that globally no compartment is 

better seen than any other. Hence, since q(t) is a linear 

• 
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combination of the amounts qi(t) in the different compart

ments, it is assumed that 
n 

cr(t) ~ yq(t) ~~ y q1 (t) 

i=l 

Indeed, since the counting efficiency is assumed to be the · 
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samefor all compartments, y becomes invariant in time, since 

the tracer can only go from one compartment to another. 

The first assumption is fair only if it can be shown 

that a large fraction of the tracer detected is not tracer 

going to - and coming back from - a distal part of the organ 

not seen by the detector. 

As for the second, sound as it may appear, it implicit-

ly restricts all the information to the visible part of the 

organ, since one cannot by any stretch of the imagination 

accept that any other region of the same organ has exactly 

the same compartments in exactly the same proportion. 

From C. T. Schmidt's microsphere experiments (1972) the 

lack of homogeneity of the hind limb of a dog is undeniable. 

We also believe that some of the lack of correlation between 

clinical status and Xenon washout after intramuscular injec

tion derives from the lack of representability of the "vis

ualized" region, besides the fact that the volume injected 

influences the washout. 

In short, the homogeneity assumption is not without 

problems, and therefore external detection of the injected 

region has some objections. Immediately it should be point

ed out that detecting systems with more homogeneous response 
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as a function of geometry can be considered, and that there~ 

fore the remarks we made may prove to be relevant only in a 

strict technical sense. 

We will use external detection to determine the output 

function, by measuring the count rates over the efferent 

vein. The homogeneity problem is resolved in this way, but 

the problem of recirculation remains. Indeed, if the exter

nal detector 11 sees" the output vein, the count rate detected 

is proportional to the activity in the vein, or 

c r ( t) = y. Fe ( t) 

Since the vein has a unique location, and since within the 

vein the concentration can be considered homogeneous, y is 

time invariant. However, the relation between Fc(t) and h(t) 

is direct only if there is no recirculation. 

2. The Recirculation 

If the output function of a tracer can be used to de

rive some important physiological parameters (and this still 

remains to be proven), the determination itself depends in 

nearly all cases on the absence of recirculation, or some 

computational means to account for recirculation. 

Dobson introduced the correction for recirculation from 

the data collected over the non-injected paired organ. This 

method can be used only if such an organ exists. Even for 

organs which obviously seem paired, like limbs, the pres

ence of pathology is a problem since the pathology often is 

not symmetrical. 

The alternative approach is the separate evaluation of 
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the recirculation. The theory will be discussed in Chapter 

I, Section 3, the application in Chapter III. 

7 

It is sufficient to say that if blood sampling is the 

method used, recirculation can be taken intb account with a 

single injection if there is a single input artery, and a 

single output vein, by sampling both. As we shall show, 

there is a way to detect exte~nally the activity in the vein, 

but the anatomical structure of blood supply does not allow 

separate external detection of venous and arterial blood 

concentration so that a double injection technique will ~e 

needed. 

3. The Noise 

At this point we have not yet discussed in what way the 

output functions (corrected for recirculation) will be ana

lyzed, and what parameters are going to be determined •. The 

only suggestion has been that the bypass flow and the turn

over of tracer diffused into the tissue are the values of 

importance. 

Noise is inherent in external detection, as in any ex

perimental data. Besides the randomness of radioactive de

cay, one has to cope with small instrument drift, mobility of 

the subject, cosmic rays or background noise, all to varying 

degrees. The different corrections applied to the raw data 

(cpm) for background and recirculation all tend to enlarge 

the relative noise. 

It is the noise, then, that will partly determine the 

level of sophistication that can be reached'in the analysis 
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of the data, but not exclusively the noise. Obviously the 

fitting is dep~ndent on the model. The combination of noise 

and model bias are the final restricting factors. It is for 

this reason that we will discuss different models, with vary

ying degrees of sophistication. 

C. The Distribution Volumes and h(t) 

The function h(t), like t, is determined by the flow of 

carrier and the virtual distribution volume of the tracer. 

Two tracers having the same distribution volume in blood and 

plasma, may have a different distribution volume in the ex

travascular space. Both Na+ and colloidal particles are 

plasma tracers, but the colloidal tracer does not diffuse to 

the interstitial space, Na+ does. Hence, although for both 

tracers F is the same, V is not, and their mean transit 

times, as well as their density function of transit times, 

will be different. 

However, if there is a vascular bed where anatomical or 

structural factors prevent Na+ from diffusing from the plas

ma to the interstitial space, the distribution volume of Na+, 

within that vascular system, is per force reduced to the 

plasma volume, and hence, for that vascular bed, the density 

function of transit times of Na+ would be identical to that 

of the colloid. 

We will shoW that in this case the same applies to any 

tracer, even if its distribution volume is blood (instead of 

plasma), to the extent that there is no significant differ

ence between blood and plasma linear velocity. 

'!'· 

i 
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We will define n(t) as the density function of transit 

times for a tracer without extravascular distribution volume 

(a non-diffusable tracer) and d(t) as the density function 

of transit times for a tracer with an extravascular distri

bution ":olwne (the diffusable tracer). Furthermore, we will 

consider a case where the flow of carrier F is divided along 

two pathways: (1-a)F goes through a vascular network where 

diffusion, even for the diffusable tracer, is impossible: 

(1-a)F is bypass flow; aF is tissue perfusion (0 <a< 1). 

In general then, since the tracer is divided as the 

flow, one has 

h(t) = (1-a)hl(t) + a h2 (t) 

where h1 (t) is the density function of transit times through 

the bypass pathway, h2 (t) through the perfusion pathway. 

In the same way for our two tracers we have 

n(t) = (1-a)n1 (t) + a n2 (t) 

d(t) = (l-a)d1 (t) + a d2 (t) 

where n1(t) and d1 (t) are analogous to h1 (t), and n2 (t) and 

d2 (t) are analogous to h2 (t). 

However, since in the bypass pathway both tracers have 

the same (distribution volwne/carrier flow) ratio, one can 

·show that n1 (t) = d1 (t). On the other hand, it is not at all 

obvious to what extent n2 (t) will be reflected in d2 (t). We 

will show that it is, but that resolution is not possible 

within the precision limits of our method. 

At any rate, if, as we shall see, tissue perfusion is 

related to extravascular turnover, then d(t~ as a whole does 
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not reflect tissue turnover. Hence, one needs to use a non

diffusable tracer to determine n(t), and so eventually de

rive d2 (t) from d(t). 

D. Physiological Definition of Tissue Perfusion and Bypass 

Flow 

Tissue perfusion, as opposed to blood flow, is defined 

as the flow of blood to a tissue which effectively contrib

utes to the metabolic needs of the tissue. This definition 

follows from .the realization that a fraction of the blood 

flow does not contribute to the metabolic needs of the tis

sue. This fraction is the bypiss flow. 

The distinction however is not absolute. To be precise 

the definition needs to be given for each metabolic substance 

specifically: the flow is bypass flow for a given substance, 

if at no place between arteriole and venule the substance can 

diffuse from blood to tissue, or vice versa. 

In an attempt to generalize, the concepts of the freely 

diffusable tracer and the non-permeable membrane are intro

duced. The membrane is localized between blood and tissue. 

It is not necessary at this point to assume anything but the 

following: the vascular wall of the big vessels (arteries 

and veins) are non-permeable membranes. The capillary walls 

are permeable. It is possible, but not necessary for our 

purpose, to allow for the possibility that some specialized 

vessels responsible for the bypass flow; have non-permeable 

walls, in the same sense as the big vessel walls are non-per

meable. A freely diffusable tracer or substance is a tracer 

.. 
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(or suustuuce) that is not prevented by its nature from dif-

fusing through the so-defined permeable vascular membranes. 

In the extravascular space the cell membranes represent 

the next obstacle. From the preceding it does not follow 

that a freely diffusable tracer will pass the cell membrane. 

Depending on whether it does it or not, its extravascular 

distribution volume is the interstitial space and the intra-

cellular space or the interstitial space alone. 

It follows then that in the evaluation of tissue per-

fusion the value to determine is the extravascular turnover 

(or washout) of a freely diffusable tracer or substance. 

Since diffusion and equilibrium concentration are not the 

same for all substances, a unique tracer would not be suffi-

cient to evaluate to what extent the transport of any diffus-

able substance is adequate. On the other hand, since from 

one physiological state to another it is unrealistic to ex-

pect changes in diffusion rate or equilibrium concentration 

rather than flow changes, unless enough time elapsed for 

gross structural changes, it can generally be stated that 

short term changes in the turnover of any diffusable tracer 

reflect changes in the turnover of any diffusable substance, 

irrespective of all other assumptions, except for tracer spe

cific changes in cell membrane permeability. 

The statement becomes even more general if one can as-

surne the behavior of the tracer to be flow-limited and not 

diffusion limited. The modalities by which a substance is 

flow limited may differ, but empirically the definition is 
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unambiguous. When bypass flow is accounted for, if the 

washout of a tracer or substance is linearly related to the 

flow, one has a "flow limitation" situation. 

In that case, the behavior of a diffusable tracer is 

indicative of the flow and the volumes perfused, with the 

understanding that the flow is not separated from the vol

umes by a barrier which restricts the tracer's diffusion (by-. 

pass flow). 

This last point must be carefully examined. Indeed, if 

a large fraction of the flow is separated from the tissues, 

in the sense that no diffusion is possible, for all practi

cal purposes, a large fraction of a tracer originally in the 

plasma or blood does not act as a diffusable substance, and 

therefore the first statement - that the tissue perfusion can 

be evaluated by determining the turnover rate of the tracer -

fails to be true. Since a fraction of the tracer hever left 

the plasma (or blood) its turnover is dependent only on plas

ma or blood turnover. If the tracer was originally in the 

tissues, the tracer turnover is independent of the bypass 

flow. 

The possible importance of the bypass fraction of the 

flow should not be underestimated. Manifestly it contributes 

to the heart's work, without direct benefit to the extravas

cular turnover of metabolic substances. This contribution is 

even more important if the regulation of the bypass flow re

flects itself in the peripheral resistance, and hence the 

pressure the heart has to overcome to open the aortic valves. 
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Furthermore, we feel that if bypass flow is a process 

happening in a parallel circuit, it may provide the central 

circulation with a regulating mechanism dissociated from the 

autoregulation based on tissue needs, so that the central 

circulation can be maintained independently of the tissue 

needs in extreme cases. 

It seems, therefore, that the bypass flow may not only 

be a factor complicating the evaluation of tissue perfusion, 

but may also be an important parameter of the circulatory 

status. 

It is clear why we do not ?onsider intravascular turn

over, as such, of primary importance in the local circula- .. 

tion, since because of the bypass factor, tissue perfusion 

is to some extent independent of the global intravascular 

turnover. 

There may be some objections to the assumption that the 

turnover of diffusable tracers like Na and inert gases is 

flow limited. If the density of the capillaries in any tis-

sue is low, instant equilibration becomes unlikely, and dif

fusion more important. In that case, if an increase in f~ow 

is associated with the opening of more capillaries, one has 

seemingly a situation of flow limitation (as empirically de

fined) when in fact the changes are due to a shift from more 

to less diffusion limitation. It is for this reason that we 

choose Xenon as the diffusable tracer, since Jones (1950) 

was able to demonstrate that the turnover .of inert gases is 

not diffusion limite4. 
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CHAPTER I: TISSUE PERFUSION 

Section 1. The local blood flow regulation 

Since the aim of this study is to develop a method to 

quantitate local blood flow and tissue perfusion - the lat-

ter one being the function limiting exchange of metabolites 

at the tissular level - a brief discussion of the relation-

ship of local flow and tissue needs is in order. But the 

local circulation, although it has been studied extensively 

as such, is not necessarily independent of the global circu-

lation, or central circulation. On the other hand, it seems 

that for the largest part the central circulation has its 

proper regulation mechanism: endocrinological, neurogenic 

and the intrinsic regulation mechanism of the heart (Star

ling's law). Volume, osmolarity and flow are well controlled 

through the combined action of baroreceptors, osmoreceptors, 

the angiotensine-renin system, the central venous filling, 

the hypophysial and adrenal hormones. To that extent, the 

central circulation is not exclusively dependent on the com-

bined effect of all the local circulation systems. 

As we shall see, local circulation systems have a pro

nounced autoregulation mechanism. In intact animals it is 

not possible to demonstrate that the general autoregulation 

of the central circulation is secondary to the local ones. 

Teleologically speaking, this is to be expected, since even 

at a moment where all the metabolic needs of the tissues are 

satisfied, blood has to flow, and the central vascular sys-

tern has to remain well filled. 
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This is not to say that the central circulation is 

separate from the local ones as far as regulation goes. 

The arterial pressure is maintained against a peripheral 

re,sistance primarily located at the arteriolar and capillary 

level (Rodbar 1971). In decerebrated, and despinalized 

dogs, Coleman (1969) and Guyton (1971) have shown that an 

initial increase in cardiac output leads to autoregulation 

of flow by an increase of peripheral resistance, leading to 

a residual hypertension, while subsequently the cardiac out-

put is decreased to near normal levels, due to a decreased 

venous return. They postulate this to be the mechanism of 

some types of hypertension. Julius (1971) finds indeed, 

that if patients with borderline hypertension tend to have 

an increased cardiac output, the hypertension remains, even 

when the cardiac output is brought below normal with a com

bination of atropine and propanolol. .That the primary event 

is an increase in cardiac output, followed by a peripheral 

autoregulative increase in resistance is not generally ac

cepted. Byrom (1954) found that in hypertensive rats the 

arterial pattern consists of segments of arteries showing 

intense vasoconstriction, alternating with overdistended di-

lated segments, resembling a string of sausages. Hill (197~ 

1968) believes that in steroid hypertension the primary les-

ion, prior to hypertension is a muscular lesion, provoking 

overextension in passive dilations of the vascular wall. 

Sodium intoxication of the smooth muscle would be the cause. 

Hence, there is no direct, unequivocal evidence, that the 



local autoregulation mechanisms reflect themselves pro

foundly in the general circulation. 
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However, the local circulation seems to be maintained 

to a very large extent independently of the general circu

lation.· On the local level autoregulation, and adaptation 

to local metabolic needs, are very well documented. 

There are two main schools of thought, but they do not 

exclude each other. The main difference, on a functional 

l~vel, lies in the fact that in one case the regulation of 

the flow is essentially capillar, and depends on tissue 

pressure vs. intravascular pressure, while in the other case 

the mechanism is localized at the arteriolar, and to some 

extent venular level, and the mediator is metabolic. Scott 

(1968) and Haddy (1968) have extensively reviewed the chem

ical mediators responsible for reactive (post-occlusion) and 

active (during contraction) muscle hyperaemia. oxygen ten

sion, ~, pco2 , potassium, adenosine and adenosine nucleo

tides, have all been mentioned. 

pH increase provokes arteriolar constrictions; a de

crease causes arteriolar dilation. But the direct effect of 

the blood pH can be doubted. Indeed, in the muscle of the 

human forearm, Kontos (1971) finds pC02 to be more important 

than pH, suggesting that an intracellular pH decrease in the 

smooth muscle of the arteriole is the main factoro However, 

an Alkaline Amine buffer (tromethamine) inhibits the effect 

of hypercapnia more in reactive than in active hyperaemia. 

Thureau (1971) found that in the brain a d~crease of blood 

• 
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pH with ammoniwn chloride, with a constant pC02 does not 

dilate the arterioles, however direct application of an acid 

solution to the tissues surrounding the arteriolar walls 

provokes dilation. He specula~es that the mechanism is 

triggered by intracellular pH decrease, and that the extra

cellular fluid pH follows the metabolic state of the nerve 

cells. A definite exception seems to be the kidney, where 

the basal state seems to be maximal dilation, and pco2 in

crease has no effect. In this organ the regulation of flow 

is governed by the juxtaglomerular apparatus with the renin-

angiotensin system. Furthermore, the changes in arteriolar 

resistance seem dependent on the glomerular filtrates. He 

suggests that the macula densa cells transmit information 

about the composition of the tubular fluid to the juxtaglo-

merular cells in the walls of the glomerular arterioles. 

That the kidney appears to be exceptional regarding local 

regulation, is consistent with the fact that it is part of 

the primary regulation system of the central circulation. 

It is interesting to note that in coronary vessels and mus-

cle arterioles, while pco2 has a marked effect on the vascu

lar tone, p02 decrease has an effect only below 40 mm Hg. 

Dougherty (1967) considers this as evidence that those sub-

stances act on a different system of autoregulation. 

Rodbar, in a general discussion of the resistance ves-

.sels (1971) pointed out that if the agents of autoregulation 

are metabolic substances, theoretically one would expect 

their effect on the distal end of the local vessels. Of 
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course~ this is, to some extent, a semantic misconception, 

since all microvessels do not run parallel. Interestingly 

enough however, Duhling (1970, 1971) demonstrated a longi

tudinal po2 gradient in the wall of the arterioles, depen

ding on the tissue consumption of oxygen. He also found the 

oxygen saturation of hemoglobin to be about 65% at the entry 

of capillaries, even when the central arterial saturation 

level was higher than 95%· If necessary, this would, at 

least for the oxygen, answer Rodbar 1 s objection. 

The role of adenosine, and the adenosine nucleotides 

have been extensively studied. Bern (1971) finds adenosine 

to be a potent dilator of the coronary resistance vessels, 

and during cardiac hypoxia, the interstitial adenosine lev

els are high enough t·o account for the decrease in resis

tance. In skeletal muscle during exercise or hypoxia the 

tissue levels of adenosine increase slightly, but the venous 

increase is marked. In neither case did he find an increase 

in ATP, ADP or AMP. 

Hilton (1971) could pinpoint the specificity of the ac

tion of phosphates even more: The soleus muscle of the cat 

shows no active hyperaemia, even at very high frequency con

traction rates, although its resistance vessels have a good 

tone and can be dilated. Furthermore, no increase of plas

ma phosphates can be demonstrated. In fast muscles however, 

there is active hyperaemia, and an increase in phosphates; 

finally, if phosphates are perfused through the soleus mus

cle, there is hyperaemia. 

• 
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Potassium and magnesium ions have also been associated 

with the local regulation of blood flow. Kelburn (1966) 

demonstrated the muscular origin of the elevated potassium 

levels found in the effluent plasma after exercise. Reduc-

tion in· extracellular potassium provokes arteriolar con-

striction, a slight increase provokes dilation, and is an~ 

tagonistic to the constrictive effect of levarterenol, 

while a large increase produces contraction of the large ar-

teries (Scott 1968). 

Osmolarity in the effluent blood has been found to in

crease in active but not in reactive hyperaemia (Scott 1970, 

1971) but when infused, hyperosmolar solutions have only 

transient effects on the peripheral resistance (Stainsby 

1971). ·Furthermore, it does not seem that only one agent 

can possibly be "the" agent. Mellander (197.+) proposes that 

changes in osmolarity have an effect on the pacemaker activ~ 

ity of the smooth muscle cells by changing the membrane 

ionic concentration gradients. Skinner (1967a-b, 1971) 

found, with infusion experiments, maximal effect with a com-

bination of hypoxia, osmolarity increase, and hyperkaliaemia, 

while any of those agents alone has minimal effect. 

Obviously no single agent can be considered as princi

pal in the autoregulation. The main point, hm<~ever, is that 

there is a chemical mediator, or a combination of chemical 

mediators, which are found to appear during occlusion hyper

aemia, or active hyperaemia. Haddy (1971) and Scott (1~65) 

demonstrated this with a bioassay, where ac organ was per-
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fused with the effluent from the treated organ. They found 

that oxygen (within the range they tested), histamine and 

acetylcholine were not the factors. 

But the regulatory mechanism need not be exclusively 

localized at the arteriolar (or venular) level. The capil

lary unit itself presents some autoregulatory features. 

The main feature here is the movement of fluid through the 

capillary membrane. Guyton (1966) confirmed with direct 

microscopic measurements that the interstitial fluid pres

sure affects this movement to a great extent, as predicted 

by Starling. There are, besid~s the capillary permeability, 

four important values: the interstitial pressure, the cap

illary pressure, the plasma and interstitial colloid pres

sure. He finds that transcapillary transduction is more in

fluenced by interstitial fluid pressure increase than by an 

identical venular pressure increase. A very important as

pect of Guyton's work (1963) is that he finds the mean in

terstitial pressure to be negative. To explain this one has 

to assume that the precapillary arterioles or precapillary 

sphincters are closed most of the time. Not all authors ac

cept this negative tissue pressure however, and in general, 

it is found that the autoregulation at the capillary level 

is due to positive tissue pressure. 

Beer (1971) and Rodbar (197lb) propose essentially the 

same mechanism. The first observation is that most tissues 

are capsul~r at the microscopic level and the macroscopic 

level. They define a capillary unit, the eapillaron, as a 

t 
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capillary (or a few capillaries) connected to an arteriole 

and a venule, and surrounded by its own tissue, which is 

contained into a capsule. The capsule has some limited 

compliance. As the pressure on the arteriolar side is high, 

fluid passes through the capillary wall into the extravas

cular space. As the interstitial volume increases, the ex

travascular pressure becomes larger than the intravascular 

pressure and the capillary collapses. Distal to the col

lapse, on the venular end, the pressure is now equal to the 

venous pressure, and fluid goes from the interstitial space 

to the venule. 

The merit of this model would lie in the fact that it 

explains post-occlusion hyperaemia (where at the end of the 

occlusion the interstitial pressure is very low), the lack 

of reactive hyperaemia after venous occlusion {high inter

stitial pressure), and the inhibition of postarterial-occlu

sion hyperaemia when the artery is slowly opened (since there 

the rise in intravascular pressure is closely followed by a 

rise in interstitial pressure). 

Active hyperaemia is then partially explained by assum

ing, at least for muscles, that exercise enhances lymph flow 

and tends to decrease the interstitial mean pressure. It is 

interesting to note that Hinshaw's {1971) measures of tissue 

pressure in the kidney during post-occlusion hyperaemia, or 

autoregulation, are consistent with- this hypothesis. 

On the other hand, although this model has been vindi

cated by observation and simulation (Beer 1971), no one 
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·claims that it is the only mechanism, or that it explains 

everything. 

If one considers the fact that by Poiseuille 1 s law that 

the flow F is proportional to the pressure gradient ~ and 

the fourth power of the radius r, while inversely proportion

al to the length over which the pressure gradient exists, 

(F~~r4/l) it is apparent that to monitor a constant flow 

against chang~s of pressure, a very fine regulation of the 

vessel's diameter is needed. Furthermore, if the vessel has 

some compliance, as does the capillary, an increase in pres-

sure would actually increase the radius (until extravascu

lar pressure has equilibrated), while if there is a contrac

tile mechanism in the vessel wall, the changes in lumen di

ameter will be different from the changes in outside diam

eter, due to the folding of the endothelial layer. Further-

more, contractile vessels are essentially unstablej and tend 

to be open or closed. Thus, even if the term "critical" 

pressure is ill-chosenj since the closing pressure depends 

on the interstitial pressure also, Olson's (1969) thesis that 

capillaries are alternately opened and closed, and that thus 

the autoregulation, the pressure and flow are in fact deter

mined more by the number of open elements, than by their ra

dius, is indeed reasonable. 

In this brief discussion of the local regulation of 

blood flow we did not yet discuss the presence of arteriolar~ 

venous shunts, or bypass vessels. The reason is that bypass 

is a functional concept, having to do with exchange, and that 

.. i 
I 
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the problem can better be evaluated after the introduction 

of the tracer kinetics methods (next sections). However, as-

·. suming that bypass vessels do exist, one expects them to be 

controlled by general mechanisms. This is indeed what has 

been ob;:;erved in.muscle, where blood flow, not tissue perfu

sion, increases in athletes before the exercise (Freedman 

1966). It has been shown that during exercise the oxygen 

need is.satisfied by increased blood flow rather than by in

creased desaturation in venous blood (Kontos 1966). 

The whole body of evidence related here indicates that 

local blood flow is regulated by the status of the perfused 

tissues. This regulation is very much independent of the 

general circulatory status. One cannot therefore predict 

from changes in cardiac output and arterial pressure what the 

tissue perfusion changes will be. Treatments which are known 

to influence the central circulatory status may do so with 

minimal tissue perfusion changes in any organ. Indeed, the 

global effect detected is the sum total of the peripheral 

flows and resistances. Part of this may be at the bypass 

·circuit level. Therefore evaluation or·a treatment should be 

done at the local-tissue perfusion level, and should include 

more than simple flow and pressure evaluation in the big ves

sels. Furthermore, if one assumes indeed that local flow is 

... autoregulated locally, as a function of tissue metabolism, 

then sublirninar pathology might be reflected in a decrease 

in local reactivity, long before actual "decompensation" 

occurs. 
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This has one very important practical implication, 

since a first determination of bypass flow and the mean 

transit times show a large variation between individual 
"• 
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animals, but the changes under "treatment" within any sin

gle "nu:..»mal" animal are distinctive and consistent in their 

general trend. 

If specialized shunts do exist, one expects them to be 

one of the first mechanisms called upon when increased tis-

sue perfusion is needed. There lies the importance of by

pass determination. On top of that, to the extent that mi

croscopic flow redistribution is important in autoregula-

tion, exclusive local monitoring may be unrepresentative. 

This will be discussed in Chapter V, when the results of 

some experiments are presented. 

Section 2. Tracer theory for flow and volume determinations 

To evaluate the circulation or the tissue perfusion 

status of an organ one obviously needs a non-destructive 

method, at least if subsequent measures after "treatment" 

are needed, and in any case if the method is to be applied 

to patient evaluation. It is also obvious that the measure 

itself should not disturb the system. This may well be the 

main advantage of tracer kinetics studies. A true tracer, 

besides the fact that its behavior is in all measured ways 

identical to that of the traced substance, is also, by defi-

nition, introduced into the system in such small amounts, 

that the mass of the system does not change • 
. 

The main problem of tracer kinetics however resides in 

I 

' ., 
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the "globaltty 11 of the information. It may well be that 

the measured _value is so global that all information about 

.the mechanism leading to th~ result is lost. However, if a 

model is-postulated, the potential information becomes 

larger ds the complexity of the model increases, while on 

the other hand model bias becomes eventu~lly harder to de

tect, the solutions become less unique, and the derived val-

ues may be entirely irrelevant to the biological system. 

In what follows we will briefly review the different 

methods of analysis used in the estimation of blood flow 

and/or tissue perfusion. 
·, 

Meier and Zierler (1954) defined the general form of 

Hamilton's (1932) dye dilution theory. Their derivation is 

certainly the most general, and yields the most global re-

sults. The basic assumptions are as follows: - . . 

1. Stationarity of flow and volume during the time of 

the experiment. 

2. Tbe flow of ~articles is representative of the flow 

of fluid. 

3. The system has no stagnant pool •. 

4. There is no recirculation. 

Condition 1 however is not restrictive enough. :Later 

(1961) Zierler points out that the whole system must be sta

tionary. In other words, the beh~vior of a particle must be 

. entirely independent of its introduction time. This however 

is not strictly true'in general. A periodical opening and 

closing of precapillary sphincters has been postulated or 
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described (Guyton 1963; Zweifach, B.W. 1954; Nicoll, P.A. 

and Webb, R.L. 1955). That this phenomenon excludes the 

use of Zierler 1 s model is unlikely, and has not been noted. 

It may however be an argument in favor of continuous infu

sion techniques (see later). 

Condition 2 may be too restrictive. The tracer is al

ways representative of the volume it occupies. Generaliza

tion is obtained by introducing the concept of virtual vol

umes. If at equilibrium the concentration of a tracer in a 

volume V1 is found to be cl, then any unsampled compartment 

i is defined as having a volume Vi = Qijc1 , where Qi is the 

amount of tracer in compartment i. This is no more than 

Kety•s (1949) relation between tissue volume and tracer vol

ume, with the difference that Kety considers a single com

partment~ combining plasma and tissue. Of course, in any 

biological system condition 4 is essentially never satis

fied, and recirculation will probably have to be accounted 

for (see later). 

The main point of the derivation is that if an amount Q 

of tracer is injected, it has to come out between t = 0 (in

jection time) and t = ~, since there are no stagnant pools. 

If one groups the tracer elements by their appearance time 

during each interval t + dt, the amount of tracer leaving 

the system is Qh( t) dt. Since flow and volume are stationary, 

if there is a single output vessel, the concentration, c(t), 

in that vessel at the output, as a function of time is 

. c ( t ) = Qh ~ t ) 
(1.1) 
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Obviously then the following relations hold 

I 00

h(t)dt = 1 
0 

(1.2) 

FI ~(t)dt = Q 
0 

(1.3) 

_ c(t) 

~ 1 ~(t)dt 
0 

h(t) ( 1. 4) 

The observed value is, if one samples at the single output 

vein, yc(t), where y is a fraction due to counter efficiency 

and, eventually, the fact that samples are taken from the 

output vein. Since in Eq.(1.4). y would appear in both numer

ator and denominator, it is easy to define h(t). 

The next. argument is that if one groups the tracer ele

ments leaving at time t + dt, they do represent a volume ele-

m.ent given by 
dV = tFh(t)dt ( 1. 5) 

Therefore 

V = tF ( 1. 6) 

once again we have to emphasize that the volume is virtual, 

and that up to here the derivation applies regardless of the 

distribution volum.e of the tracer. Nothing was said about 

the shape of h(t), which has been defined by different au

thors on different grounds (Dobson, 1957; Ingvar, 1962; Bas

singhwaight, 1966a-b; Goresky, 1970; Perl 1968). 

If the input function is not a delta function (spike in

jection), but is i(t), then the resulting output function 

g(t) is defined as 
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. lt g(t) = i(t-~)h(~)d~ 
0 

If the infusion is constant I, then 

Ig ( t) == IJ t h ( ~) d ~ 
.• . 0 . 

( 1.8) 

and the concentration at the output point 

IJt c(t) = F h(~)d~ 
0 . 

(1.9) 

or 
c ( ClO) = I/F · 

The relation between the output function (Meyer 1959; Zier

ler 1965) in cases of delta function injections, and the a

mount of tracer remaining in the systems q(t) follows easily 

(1.10) 

therefore 

lClOq(t)dt = la 00

[l -lth(~)d~]Q•dt 

= [ t(l - H(t)] 1: + l ClO th(t)dt JQ 

= [o + t]Q 

and therefore 

(1.11) 

However, and this is a point that the author fails to make, . 

., . 

....... 



it is indeed very diffi~ult to count q(t) with a propor

tionality constant k invariant in time. 
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This model has been applied with different variations. 

Zierler (1965) discusses the method where one combines ex

ternal r~ioni taring to determine q( t) and blood sampling to 

define c(t). It is obvious that 

q(t) = ~Fc(t) (1.12) 

However~'q(t}and c(t) are not measured experimentally in 

the differential sense as implied above. The measured val-

ues, since counting tak.es a finite time, are 

. [. t+dt 
~(t) = .. ·. q(-r)d-r = 

'-'t . 

:tr t+dt 
-Fjt c('t)d't (1.13) 

If both the arterial cA(t} and venous cv(t) concentrations 

are followed, when the injection is not a delta function in

jection: 

(1.14) 

which is the equation used by Lewis (1960) to determine 

blood flow to the brain. The condition of course is that 

during the time of integration t to t+dt, F be constant. 

Whether one uses Eq. (1.13) or (1.14) the problem of 

. counting efficiency is the most . difficult. . Furthermore, if 

the integration time is short the error due to the time 
/ 

spent by the tracer between the system and the sampling site 

becomes important. 

For compartmental analysis one supplementary assumption 

' 
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is made: distribution volumes of the tracer can be distin-

guished in which the probability for any tracer element to 

leave the volume is time invariant. 

This first order process mode of analysis was first in

troduced by Kety (1949), a~d led quite naturally to the ex

pression of f.low as ml/100 gm/min. Kety, unlike many people 

who used his analysis method, did not in fact claim that e

quilibriwn is necessarily reached from time t = 0 on. But 

if it is reached, then . 
q(t) = F(cA - cv) 

assuming that at equilibrium the tissue + plasma mean concen-

tration c = ~cv, where ~ is the distribution coefficient be

tween blood (or plasma) and tissue. If cA is zero then 

q ( t) = _ _f. q ( t) ( 1 .16) 
~w 

where W is the tissue weight. Since Eq.(1.16) is a first or

der linear differential equation, q(t) is an exponential func~ 

tion, the slope of which is F/~W, a flow per weight if ~ is 

1. Eq.(l.l6) is linear only if~, F and Ware constant. If 

equilibration is not immediately reached, then 

• F 1 q(t) = ~ w ~ . q(t) 

But equilibration does not have to be reached to express t 

as volume of tissue/flow (Zierler 1965), and therefore al

though the function q(t) cannot easily be defined as an ex

ponential unless equilibration is complete, ·t is always 

i 

·' 
/ 
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dependent on the distribution volume. 

The .so-called mean transit time or integral method is 

therefore based on a minimum of assumptions, and can be 

used to determine t, V/F, or by combination of external mon

itorin6·and blood sampling both F and V. 

Since from those assumptions one cannot predict the 

shape of h(t), recirculation if it appears much before h(t) 

has reached zero is difficult to account for, although (see 

next section) it can be done to some extent. Furthermore, 

V as defined is somewhat obscure, V/F is an average value, 

and not many circulatory systems are well-defined by this 

restricted number of parameters only. 

However the idea that one can distinguish different 

volumes with different flow rates follows logically from the 

observation that h(t) can be well-fitted by a sum of expo-

nentials. Using external monitoring, and intraarterial in

jection of 24Na, Dobson (1957) presented a paper in which 

h(t) is fitted by a sum of 3 exponentials. The basic as

sumption here is that although there are three distinct per-

fused volumes in parallel, anatomically they are so well in

termixed that the .external detector counts the activity in 

each of them with the same efficiency. The fitting function 

he found was 

( 1.17) 

The analysis is based on the following derivation: 

Kety's principle applies to each of tbe compartments in 
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which we define 

qi(t) = tracer amount in compartment i 

Fi = flow through compartment i 

Vi' = volume of compartment i 

Ai = equilibration coefficient in compartment i 

ci(t) = venous concentration in compartment i 

cvi(t) = venous concentration at exit of compartment i 

vi virtual volume of the tracer in compartment i 

We have then 

( 1.18) 

(1.19) ' 

And so if there are 3 compartments in parallel, the fitting 

function is Eq. (1.17} 

where 

ai = Fi/Vi 

However, the amount in each of the compartments is pro-

portional to the relative flow to that compartment and the 

injected amount Q, and hence 
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QAi = .L:F Q 
i 
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(1.20) 

To illustrate the fact that this iS indeed a more specific 

case of Zierler's model we derive, using Eq. (1.11) 

t = I):~~ . 
t=L;~ 

(1.21) 

(1.22) 

If in Zierler's model. changes in ~can be caused by changes 

either in For V pr both, Dobson's analysis -based on more 

assumptions than Zierler 1 s - also permits more detailed 

analysis. 

From the preceding we have 

Therefore 

or 

At ::::: F1/ZF1 

ai = Ft/Vi 

QAi/ai 

ZQAj/aj 
j 

= Ft vi --. 

QAi/ai 
ZQAj/aj 

ZFj Fi 

(1.20) 

(1.19) 

(1.23) 

This allowed the ·author to demonstrate thai adrenalin not 



only increases the'''.flow to some of the compartments, but 

increased also the relative volume of those compartments. 
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The effect of adrenalin is redistribution of flow, not only 

increase. This piece of information is not only interes...; 

ting from a physiological viewpoint, but vindicates in our 

mind the use of tracers. 

on other grounds the model may be hard to defend. 

Zierler~ as we noted (1963), objects to the automatic use of 

exponentials as fitting functions, and deriving the model on 

this ground. Dobson points out himself that the number of 

exponentials used is somewhat arbitrary. 

The fact that QAi = QFi/L:F'i presents a technical prob

lem. Poorly perfused compartments are hard to detect, since 

they contain very little tracer. To circumvent this, all 

compartments can be prefilled to the.same concentration with 

a continuous infusion up tot= 0 (Ingvar 1962). If>.. (the 

equilibration coefficient between blood and tissue) is the 

same in all compartments we have when the infusion stops, 

and barring recirculation, 

q1(t) = -FiCv1 
and the solution is also 

QZAi e-ait 

However 

(1.24) 

( 1.25) 

where C is the ·Uniform concentration reached at the end of 

the infusion 

( 1.26) 
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In this case the information about volumes used by Dobson is 

obviously lost, but poorly perfused compartments may be bet

ter detected. This loading technique was used by Jones 

(1950) and allowed him to detect the poorly perfused body 

fat. 

Different ways of measuring can be used, and the des

cribed derivation can also be applied with blood sampling. 

Shinoha~a (1969) uses the same model for the brain, tising 

H2 as tracer and venous hydrogen detectors. Maseri des

cribed in 1966 a technique for continuous monitoring of a 

dye dilution cu·rve. Bing ( 1964) also uses external detec

tion, but with a positron annihilation coincidence techniqu~ 

in a study of cardiac blood flow. In this way some of the 

problems, such as scatter and collimation, are resolved, but 

the basic. objections against local monitoring remain. 

The first order process analysis led in time to a meth

od where the tracer ls directly injected in the tissue (Las

sen 1964). In this case Eq. (1.19) applies, but one can 

also use the more general approach and simply compute t as 

in Eq. (1.11) (Holzman 1964). Lassen (1964a-b) assumes good 

equilibration of the tracer around the injection site, hop

ing that the dilution volume is indeed the muscle. Warner 

et al (1953) found however that the washout rate is a func

tion of the injected volume. They found that the time need

ed for the activity to reach 50% of.the initial value can 

vary from 5 min for 0.01 ml to 25 min for 1.0 ml. This may 

be explained by diff)..tsion limitation within the injection 
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bubble, and/or the ratio of volum~/area of the bubble. Re

producibility in general is complicated by the fact that 

the trauma may vary, as will the location of the injection 

relative to fascia and muscle. 

To eliminate trauma, Sejrsen (1969), in cutaneous per

fusion studies, preloads the skin by diffusion, but this 

method has no application beyond superficial tissues. It is 

interesting that Lassen in general uses values after reac

tive hyperaemia, when flow is not stationary, in that case 

Q(t) = F(t) Cv(t) (1.27) 

. Qitl. v Q(t) = F(t} A.V (1.27)' 

. F(t} 
Q(t) = 'A.V Q( t) 

F{t} = (Q'/Q)t 
A.V 

(1.28) 

and is followed as a function of time. In this manner he 

compared (FA.NaVNa)t and (F/A.xeVxe)t where 'A.NaVNa are the dis

tribution coefficient and distribution volume for sodium, 

while 'A.xeVxe are the same values, for Xenon •. He found 

(1964a) that at higher flow rates sodium clearance is rela-

tively smaller than Xenon clearance, ~ndicating a more pro-

nounced diffusion limitation for sodium. We take exception 

to that argument. If there is indeed any diffusion limita

tion, Eq. (1.27)' does not hold, and QjQ, which is the meas

ured value does not yield F/A.V. In general however we do 

also accept the hypothesis that diffusion limitation will be 

more pronounced at higher flow rates if all other factors 
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are kept constant. This very important question will be 

discussed later, when the double circulation hypothesis is 

considered • 

Besides th~ first order kinetics models, not many pre

dictio~s as to the shape of h(t) have been mad~. Strangely 

. enough, even when a first order process seems unlikely on 

theoretical grounds, a small series of exponentials have 

been fo~nd to fit h(t) very well. In this way, by injecting 

and sampling at different sites of the central circulation 

Pearce (1953) showed that the density functions of transit 

times for the lungs is nearly exponential. But this is con

tradicted by Parrish (1959) who found by analogue simulation 

fitting, this function to follow a laminar floW model, not 

dissimilar to Ba.ssinghwaight 1 s prediction ( 1966). 

Of all the shapes predicted for the density function of 

transit times, the lagged (with a normal distributed time 

delay convoluted on a single exponential) normal distribu

tion as defined by Bassinghwaight (1966a-b), is the one that 

influenced methods and thinking most after the exponential 

model. The rationale for Bassinghwaight 1 s approach is that 

one expects a "normal" dispersion in tubular vessels, due to 

turbulence and pulsative flow, but in_ cardiac chambers, or 

in any intermediate mixing volume, a first.order process is 

assumed. Hence if the normal is given by 

- 1(t-te) 2 

Ke 2 a-

/ 

(1.29) 

the output functi6n is defined by the following differential 
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equation: 
• . _l(t-te)2 1 
h(t) = Ke 2" 0' - T h(t) (1.30) 

There is no analytical closed expression for the solution 

of Eq.(1.30), but it can be shown that 

t = t + T .e . 

and that the variance is 

2 + T2 
(/' 

Section 3. Recirculation 

(1.31) 

At this point it is important to discuss recirculation. 

Indeed, why would one when using the integral method find · 

any advantage in defining the shape of h(t) a priori? The 

reason is obvious: h(t) cannot be measured directly. Before 

h(t) reaches its endpoint, recirculation appears. The deri-

.vation of h(t) can theoretically be done using the convolu

tion theorem for linear transformations. One can use the 

upstream-downstream sampling method, and a single isotope 

injection, or a dual isotope injection with single sampling 

site (see Fig. 1). This last one is the method used by Ma

seri (1970). Isotope 1 is injected upstream of the studied 

organ, Isotope.2 downstream. The blood samples yield values 

respectively c1(t) and c2 (t), both at the exit of the organ. 

Let: 

i(t) be the injection function 

v(t) the density function of transit times in the gen-

eral circulation 
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Fig. 1 Sch~matic representation or the dual isotope-single 

sampling site recirculation correction method 

The first· tracer is injected upstream of the studied 

system whose density distribution of transit times is h(t). 

The second tracer is injected downstream, and behaves in the 

general system (in which the system under study is included) 

in such a manner that at the sampling site one detects r(t). 

If r(t) is continuous and has a finite integral in the space 

t = 0 to t ~ ~, h(t) can be isolated from h(t)*r(t) with a 

linear operation. 

Alternati.vely it can be said that h( t) is found as the 

input function one needs to obtain the observed function 

h(t)*r(t) at the output of a system which has an output 

function r( t} whEm the input function is a delta function. 

/ 
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Figure 1 
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h(t) the. density function of transit times through the 

system 

* represents the convolution operation 

c (t) ·l . the cotict.mtr~ t1on o!' t ,~:•;a c c;a• l ,tn the output vctr1 

c2 (;:) the concentration of tracer 2 in the output vein 

F the stationary flow 

Then 

F ~1 (t) = i(t)~h~t) + i(t)*h(t)*v(t)*h(t) 

+ i(t)*h(t)*v(t)*h(t)*v(t)*h(t) 

+. • •••.••••• 

f(t) + i(t)*v(t)*h(t) 

+ i(t)*v(t)*h(t)*v(t)*h(t) 

We now define the Laplace transform, symbolically represen

.ted by the capital letter representing the original func

tion. In this way we find 

hence 

i = 00 

.. F C1( S) .= I(s) ·H( s). I (V( s)H( s)) 
1 

F c2 (S) = I(s). 

•. c1 (s)/C2 (S) = H(s) 

1 = 0 

1 = 00 L (V(s)H(s)) 1 

i = 0 

··.It is interesti~g to note that both.c1 (s) and c2(s) have the 

term 
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·.i '= 00 

L{V{s).H{s))
1 

i = 1 

which in fact is the .recirculation term. 

Rewriting the equations as 
00 

FC1 {s) = I{s) .H(s) + I{s) .H(s) L (V(s) .H(s)) 1 

1 

00 

FC2 {s) = I{s) + I(s)L {V{s).H{s))
1 

1 
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shows how after the first passage the system (with transit 

function h(t)) becomes part of the general system, which is 

globally described by .a transit function r(t), representing 

an infinity of recirculation cycles, and whose Laplace 

transform is oo 

R{s) ~{V{s).H{s)) 
1 

Therefore, if i(t) is a delta function injection we now have 

Fc1 (t) = h(t) + h(t)*r(t) 

Fc2(t) = · r(t) 

This model is shown in Fig. 1. The main features, which we 

introduced in the preceding derivation are: 

1. After the first pass, the system under study becomes 

part of the general circulation. 

2. A delta function injection of a quantity Q, upstream 

from the sampling site at the output vein of the system, 
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yields a sampled function r(t).Q representative for the gen

eral system. 

3. A delta function injection downstream of the same 

quantity Q yields at the same sampling site a sampled func

tion in two terms. The first terril h(t).Q is the first pass 

function, the second term Q.(h(t)*r(t)) is the recircula

tion function. 

4 .. rf one predetermines r(t), one can derive h(t) from 

[h(t) + h(t)*r(t)] by deconvolution. 

Maseri (1970) did it numerically, that is, without as

suming any specific analytical expression for h(t) or r(t). 

The solution proves not to be entirely satisfactory, since 

at .the end of h(s) oscillations appear, which are due to the 

errors inherent in th'is type of analysis or noisy data. The 
. ; . . . . 

authors also discuss what happens if not all of the tracer 

recirculates, and to what extent both tracers have to behave 

linearily in the same manner. 

Indeed, for practical reasons one wants r(t) to have a 

finite integral between t = 0 and t = co. This is achieved 

if the tracer is lost to the system at a constant fractional 

rate a. The expression for Fc2(t) becomes a series as fol

lows: 

i(t) 

+ i(t)*v(t)*h(t)•a 

+ 1(t)*v(t)*h(t)*v(t)*h(t)·a2 

and so on. 

If a is a function of the concentration, or if the re-
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moval of tracer·.is a zero order process, the removal is not 
•,i: 

necessarily· the ·tsame for both injections. This discussion 

is important, but does not change the general outlook of the 

theory. Coulam (1966) uses the upstream-downstream type of 

analysis, still using a numerical method in finding the 

Fourrier transforms of the observed function in a method 

analogous to that described above. 

In both cases the range of time over which sampling is 

performed, and the fact that one has to assume v(t) and 

h(t) to have a finite integral in the time interval in which 

it is completely descrtbed are critical aspects of the meth-

od. 'l'his. explains why most authors assume something about 

the shape of the tail of the curve, by normalizing a lagged 

normal to the last observed points as does Bassinghwaight 

who also uses numerical deconvolution·, or to assume the 

function to be periodic, as does Coulam. 

Se~tion 4.- The diffusable tracer 

In the next chapter we will present a circulation-per

fusion model where the parallel circulation hypothesis and 

the difference in dilution volumes for different tracers are 

integrat~d. We are not the first to do so: Dobson et ai 

(1955) already compared plasma turnover (Albumin as tracer) 

with sodium turnover, to determine the ratio of the differ

ent pools (8/1). The information one would get from using 
' 

two isotopes With different distribution volumes will of 

course depend on the model one can safely use. Zierler 
. 

(1963) used the most general model with a diffusable and 
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non-diffusable tracer to define both the bypass fraction of 

flow and the extravascular turnover (see Chapter II). 

Perl {1968) donsiders three cases in a tubular model. 

If convection >> diffusion, he finds, as we do in the next 

chapter~ that the wave of a diffusable tracer is simply de

layed relative to that of a non-diffusable tracer. If con-

vection << diffusion the extravascular space acts as a first 

order compartment. Unlike we, he does not consider the fact 

that the reference tracer may have a different intravascular 

volume (plasma) than the diffusable tracer (plasma + eryth

rocytes), but in those two limiting cases the ·conclusion is 

the same. Goresky (1970) finds the same results for one of 

the limiting ca$es, which he calls flow limited (convection 

>> diffusion)~ However, if the permeability is not very 

large, the output function has a spike at the same time as 

the reference tracer, but is followed by a first order pro

cess. This.case is very interesting. As we shall see this 

is not different from a functional shunt situation. In any 

vessel i the output function is given as 

* . At this point however it may be necessary to reconsider 

some of the definitions. Goresky's definition of a system 

w}1ere convection >> diffusion as flow limited raises an in

teresting conceptual problem. Indeed, what is meant here is 

that the motion of the tracer is mostly due to convection, 

but that, over the small distances where it occurs, diffu

sion is essentially instantaneous. 
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(1.32) 

· If Qi is the f~action of the total entering vessel i 

5 is the delta function spike, appearing at the exit at 

the same time as the reference tracer 

k is the fractional turnover rate of the first order 

compartment. 

If one then combines this local result, assuming that k is 

the same in. all tubular elements, as is a 

h(t) - [(1-a) n(t) +a n(t)* e-kt] (1.33) 

One will note however that Perl finds in his limiting case 

that a = 1 in any vessel, because there is immediate later

al and longitudinal diffusion. We will incorporate immed.i

ate longitudinal diffusion (see farther) as did Zierler 

(1963), but we do consider the possibility that what is ac

tually detected as "bypass flow" may be functional as in 

Eq. (1.32), leading to Eq. (1.33) for the whole system. 

Section 5. Bypass and Diffusion Limitation 

There have been many arguments about the existence of 

bypass flow~ 

Bti'uotural. 

The first evidence is somewhat anatomical or 

Boestroem (1953) and Piiper (1959) showed how the frac-

tion of microsphe~es of different diameters reappearing in 

the venous outflow after intraarterial injection is a func

tion of their diameter, and may be influenced by denerva-

tion, or in the case or the dog, by tying orr the paws, 

i 

i 
·, ,-
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where most of the bypass vessels seem to be located. We are 

not entirely confident that the case is this simple. Al-

. though for 50 J.l diameter spheres, a morphological wider ves-

se1 has to be assumed, it is no~ clear that nutrient vessels 

need to have small diameters. Quantitation of the bypass 

with microspheres is even more complicated, since the mic

rospheres may s~lectively go through wider channels, and not 

be distributed between small and wide vessels according to 

the flow distribution. However, the concept of bypass is an 

important one. 

The issue has been somewhat clouded by the approach to 

the problem. Sapi~stein (1956) defined the fraction of the 

cardiac output going to different organs by looking at the 

fraction of 42 K tracerfound in that organ within a minute 

after intravenous injection. The author did assume ini-

tially first pass uptake. The theoretical derivation, as-

suming complete first pass uptake, and no back-flow, is 

straightforward 

Qi = Fica (1.34) 

where Qi is the amount of potassium 42 in organ i 

Fi is the flow to organ i 

Ca is the overall arterial concentration. 

Hence 

(1.35) 

Since Ca is the same for all organs 

(1.36) 
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One sees undoubtedly thatFi is really only the nutrient 

flow to the organ, and, still .assuming the validity of the 

model, Qi/i:Qi would then represent the fraction of the total 

nutrient flow, to organ i. Bypass flow is not detected. 

The· similarity, to some extent, of the physiological 

behavior of Rb and K led to tbe indiscriminate use of one 

isotope for the other, although some striking differences 

were noted early (Love 1954). That there is no backflow 

cannot safely be assumed. Indeed, it seems that up to 85% 

of intraarterially injectedpotassium-42 reappears at the 

venous output, and behaves in a manner similar to injected 

radioactive sodium. (Dobson, Hippensteele, Parker: Personal 

communication). 

If backflow is indeed taken into account, and assuming 

that there is a single extravascular compartment (which in 

itself is a very important simplification) the basic differ-

ential equation now becomes 
. 
Qi = FiCa - kQi (1. 37) 

whose solution is 

(1.38) 

where k iS defined by the steady state equation for stable 

potassium. 

The total ·extraction concept is however popular, against 

all reasons. Tillich (1971) still uses it for effective cor~ 

onary flow. 

Friedman (1968) using Rubidium advanced the hypothesis 
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that if (CA-Cv)/CA f 1 during a constant infusion experiment 

there is bypass. However, since he cannot deny ths exis

tence of backflow, in 1969 he looked at the ratio of Rb/ 

siderophylline 59Fe. He observ~s 3 phases in this ratio, 

the early one expressing bypass, the next one backflow, the 

last one cell membrane permeability. 

But· it is really Martin and Yudelevich (1964) who first 

described the equations needed to understand the behavior of 

the tracer, and the extraction ratio method. 

They first point out that only for an infinite pool the 

venous concentration of the diffusing tracer c(t) is related 

to the venous concentration of the reference tracer C(t) as 

c(t) = (1-E)C(t) ( 1. 40) 

when one assumes that in all capillaries the same fraction 

E is extracted. 

However, if there is backflow, the tracer may spend 

some time in the extravascular system, described by the 

probability function ¢ ( t). In that case 

Fc(t) = (1:-E)FC(t) + EF lt c(e) ¢ (t-:-e)cte (1.41) 

and since 

La c ( e ) ~ ( t-e ) de 

limt-o c(t) = 0 

Eq. (1.41) can be transformed;' to 

E = 1 - limt-o §f# t (1.42) 

We doubt very much that c(t)/C(t) close to 't = 0 can be 



measured with any confidence. Still, assuming that it can, 

and considering as we did up to now a unique ~(t), Eq. 

( 1 •. 41) can be transformed by a Laplace operator to 

L(·c(s)) = (l~E)L(C(s)) + EL(C(s)).L(~(s)) 

so that 

L{~(s)) = l[L(c(s)) - (1-E)J 
E L(C(s)) . 

(1.43) 

In point of fact this model is not without problems, but 

Yudelevich (1968) used it to define capillary permeability 

as 
PS = -F ln(l-E) (1.44) 

There are multiple problems: neither ~(t) or E are necessar

ily unique. In fact E could have any number of values be

tween 1 and 0, the latter value indicating bypass flow. It 

is Renkin who proposed (1971,1955) that the shunt flow repre

sents flow through a vascular bed with diffusion limitation 

(E l= l) where E decreases as the flow rate increases. 

Conclusion 

The multiplicity of models, and the somewhat confusing 

terminology makes it difficult to realize what the different 

models have in common, and how they differ. On the m'icro

scopic level one can distinguish several cases. 

(1) In the first case, there is no diffusion possibl~ 

across the vascular membrane. This is the case in the "by

pass" vessels. In those vessels all tracers behave in the 

same way, if one disregards the difference in linear veloc-

ity of plasma and erythrocytes. Hence, if simultaneously 

I 

' ). 
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introduced, the reference (non-diffusable) tracer, and the 

diffusabl~ tr~cer, will appear at the same time at the exit. 

In the absence of tu~bulence, and disregarding laminar flow, 

a delta function injection at the input, yields a delta 

function at the output. 

(2) In the second case (Perl 1968), lateral equilibra-

tion is immediate, but there is no longitudinal diffusion. 

Althougb this mbdel seems to lack in realism it has some 

valuable aspects, since the difference in time of appear

ance for both tracers is defined by their equilibrium dis-
, 

tribution volume (see Chapter II). 

(3) More realistically, there is some longitudinal dis

tribution; the d~ffusable tracer has an output function 

whose mode is retarded relative to the appearance of the 

reference tracer, but whose shape is very complicated (Perl 

1968). 

(4) In the fourth case equ~libration is instantaneous, 

and the extravascular distribution volume is combined in a 

single compartment with the intravascular compartment (Perl 

i968, Goresky 1970). This is strictly speaking the flow 

limited case. 

(5) The fifth case is the most general diffusion limi

ted casei as desc~ibed by Yudelevich (1968) and Martin 

(1964). Only a fraction~of the tracer crosses the vascular 

membrane. This fraction is lower when flow is higher (Ren'

kin 1955, 1971). The rest of the tracer appear~ as the ref-

erence tracer, but in the extravascular compartment back 



diffusion begins. To simplify analysis, no diffusion re

striction is assumed within the compartment. 
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(6) Finally, Dobson's (1957) model combines many ele

ments as in case 4, all equilib_rating in a large single 

pool. Within each system there may be many of those pools, 

but the attempt at globalization is worth noting. 

Attempts at globalization, starting from the micro

scopic levels have failed, as is to be expected, unless 

drastic assumptions are made. 

It is too early to reject any of the possibiliti~s, 

even if case 2 seems unlikely. Obviously case 3 would be 

more realistic. Exclusive lateral equilibration, however, 

-can _be imagined if the tubular unit is very long, surrounded 

by a very narrow extravascular space. If the whole vascu

lar system can be described by this, then an obvious rela

tion exists between the density function of transit times of 

both tracers (Chapter II). This is also true for a combin

ation of 1 and 2. 

The disadvantage of Dobson's model lies in the fact 

that no transportation time to and from the compartments is 

assumed. Furthermore, the model makes no allowance for by

pass flow. 

As for the fourth case, it can be made close to Dob- _ 

son's model, if one can group the elements in a restricted 

number of sets having the same first order coefficient while 

assuming that those "larger compartments" are partially in 

series with the intravascular pathways (Chapter II). 

i-

,._ 
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The final model will therefore be a combination of 1, 

2 and 4. 

However, one has to keep in mind that if at the micro

scopic level the empirical distinction between a combina

tion of case 1 and case 2, 3 or 4 in parallel and case 5 is 

obvious, at the macroscopic level the observed function is 

in both cases of the general form of Eq. (1.33). This ex

plains,.we think, why the parallel network hypothesis co

exists ·side by side with the Renkin model. 

In any case, both phenomena are bypass phenomena in the 

sense we defined. Hence case 5 is implicit in the analysis 

when the model contains cases 1 in parallel with 2, 3 or 4. 

It differs only in the very important aspect that it allows 

the kinetics of a fra~tion of the tracer to be diffusion 

limited (Chapter II, Section 2). 
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CHAPTER II. THE MODEL 

In this chapter the integrated model we-will use is 

presented. This model of tissue perfusion is by no means 

ideal. It represents a compromise between exact representa-

tion of the physical reality, and the ability to collect the 

data necessary to its resolution. 

Indeed, the paucity of applications of very complex 

tracer kinetics models, is indicative of the restriction of 

the method in general. On the other hand, it can be claimed 

that some models in general use may be too simplistic to 

yield real information. Since one of the main points of our 

method is an improvement of data collection (overcoming geom

etry factors atid recirculation), it follows that we should be 

able to apply the improved observational method to a model 

slightly more complex (and closer to reality), but not neces

sarily to the "ideal" model, if there is such a thing. 

At the end of the preceding chapter five distinct mic-

roscopic models were presented. We already pointed out how 

the macroscopic data do not allow one to distinguish between 

two alternatives. In that case (bypass flow as parallel cir

cuit or as diffusion limitation) the formal analysis of 

global data remained the same, in the two modalities. 

We will show in this chapter how the same is true 

the 

to 

some extent whether one considers tubular flow or a compart-

mental model, how, under certain specific conditions extra-

vascular circuits in series with the intravascular ones can-

not be distinguished from cases where the eJ~ttravascular dis-

,-

' I ,.., 
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tributiori volume includes the intravascular one. 

Finally then we will hope to have shown that the anal-

ysis of the data, with the ambiguities about the model, al-

lows one nevertheless to determine physiological parameters . . 

of impc:rtance. 

Section.l. Transit Times- Flow and Volumes 

. The relation between the output function of a tracer 

injected. - in a delta function injection - into an arterio

capillary-veilOus system, and the flow and distribution vol

ume of the tracer can be defined in different ways. The 

mo~t common model is the simple compartmental system. For 

one compartment, the output function is defined as 

Q k exp( -kt) 

where k is defined as F/V. 

Another approach is the transit time analysis. This 

section analyzes t~e relation between transit times and flow . 

and volumes, (1) for diffusable tracers, without diffusion 

limitation in a direction normal to the flow, but no longi;... 

tudinal diffusion.extravascularly, and (2) for a non-diffus

able tracero 

Obviously those are stringent conditions and the model 

can hardly be cons:tdered as general. However, the model al-
. . 

lows us to analyze closely two important relations: The 

first one is the relation between t and V/F; the second one 
,· 

is the degree to .which the output functions for two differ-

ent (diffusable and non-diffusable) tracers are related. At 

the end of this section a parallel will be 'drawn with a com-



partmental model. 

A. The Tubular Flow Model 

It is easy to see how, for a pure plasma tracer, the 

transit times of the tracer elements are related to the 

transit.:times of the plasma elements, and ho~ the transit 

time of plasma is related to the plasma's linear velocity, 

and the path length. Indeed, since flow is equal to dV/dt, 

and volume V isl·. LA(x)dx, where A(x) is a cross section 
0 

area of the plasma volume, one can even intuitively per-

ceive that there must be a relation between linear velocity 

and flow, as there is one between path len~th and volume. 

Formally one has the following relations and defini

tion: A(x) is the cross section area of the plasma volume, 

perpendicular to the flow. It is easy to imagine A(x) in a 

single tubular vessel (Fig. 2). 

L is the length of the vessel. 

The volume V of the vessel is defined by 

V = LLA(x)dx (2.1) 

On the other hand: since through the vessel the flow is con

served, and since flow is given by the defining equation 

F = :A (x)dx/dt (2.2) 

while the time t spent in the vessel by a tracer element is 

given by the equation 

( 2 .3) 

·where v(t) is the linear velocity, one see~ that the intro-
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Fig. 2 Schematic Representation of a Tubular Unit 

On. top, the figure shows the tubular unit of length L, 

with 3 cross Bectional areas drawn in. 

At the bottom, A(x) is plotted as a function of x {full 

line), while A, the average cross sectional area is indica

ted in a dashed line • 
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duction of average values for A and v immediately yields t 

as a function of V and F. Indee~, consider 

(2. 4) 

then 
v = . AL 

F = AV 

L = Vt 

and finally 

v = Ft (2. 5) 

This simple relation of Eq. (2.5) is less obvious if a 

tracer diffuses from the tubular vessel into the intersti-

·tial tissues. However, if one restricts the volume of ex-

t;ravascular space to which the tracer can diffuse, the sit-

uation changes. 

As in the definitions of the capillaron \'le define a 

vascular unit as a single tubular vessel surrounded by its 

own extravascular region (Fig. 3). 

In the very restricted model that we are discussing 

now, there is instantaneous lateral equilibration, but no 

long:l,.tudinal diffusion. The assumption has some validity 

in cases where the tubular vessel is very long and the sur

rounding extravascular space has a small depth. 

At any rate, for this diffusable tracer, neither the 

flow, nor the length of the vessel have changed. What 

changes is the volume in its cross section area A'(x), with 

1ts 1 average value~ 

For the plasma, the cross section area A(x), was the 
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Fig. 3 Schemat1c representation of the vascular unit 

On top the tubular vessel (full line) is shmm. over 

part of its length, its wall is permeable, and the tracer 

equilibrates over the volume shown with the.dashed line. 

The dash~d line represents either a capsular separa

tion, or the distance beyond which, in an alternative model, 

diffusion limitation occurs. 

On the bottom we have as a function of x: 

A(x), the lower full line representing the physical 

cross sectional area of the tubular element. 

Ap(x), the d~shed line, representing the .Physical 

cross sectional area of the extravascular space. 

Ap(x).A, the dotted line, representing the virtual 

extravascular volume cross sectional area. 

A 1 (x), represented by the upper full line, and 

being the cross sectional area of the total virtual 

distribution volume: 

A'(x) = A(x) + Ap(x).A 
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physical cross section area of the vessel (minus the part 

of it occupied by erythrocytes). Let the physical cross· 

section area of the extravascular region be Ap(x). 

At equilibration the conce.ntration of· the tracer in the 

plasma is Cp, the concentration in the extravascular space 

* is Ce. 

We define 

. A = Ce/Cp 

and therefore 

A 1 (X) = A (X) + Ap (X) A 

We then have, as for the plasma tracer from Eq. (2.1) 

V 1 = r LA '(x)dx 
VQ 

from Eq. ( 2 • 4) 

A I . = 1 LA I (X) dx/L 

and from this we can define 

(2 .6) 

(2.7) 

V' = AL + ApAL (2.8) 

There are two important points. The flow has not 

changed. Furthermore, Ap1\L is a virtual volume for the tra

cer in the extravascular space, which we will call V'e. The 

transit time t' for this diffusable tracer is given by 

V' = Ft 1 (2.9) 

and from (2.9) and (2.5) we have 

* . . If the extravascular space is.not homogeneous there is 

more than one equilibration concentration, and Ce is an av

erageo This does not influence our derivation. 

. 
' 
' : 



t 1 .'- . t = V 1 e/F (2.9) 1· 

If the tubular wall is not permeable for the tracer, both 

diffusable and non-diffusable tracers have the same transit 

times since ~ obviously will be. zero and 

Ap).. = 0 

ve = o 

The·problem is that if the tracer is diffusable, it may also 

diffuse. into the erythrocytes. In that case the flow, which 

is flow of carrier in the first place, changes from plasma 

flow to blood flow. In this case there is a special problem 

when the erythr9cytes have a different linear velocity than 

. the plasma elements. vle will not discuss this problem yet, 

but will only say that both velocities are close, if not 

equal. 

Going back to Eq. (2.2), the relation between flow and 

cross section area remains the same but the cross sectional 

area one uses is the sum of plasma cross sectional area 

A(x), + the traders virtual cro~s sectional area in the 

erythrocytes A"(x). 

Hence 
F I = (A (X) + A II (X)) dx/ d t 

However there is also a change in volume, given by an equa

tion similar to (2~8) 

vI = AL + A'1L + A I L 

and Eq. (2.5) still holds 

V1 = F 1t 

(2.10) 

( 2 ._11) 

'l'wo cases ha\fe to be considered. In the non-permeable ves

sels, ··'A = 0, and A 1L = 0, therefore 
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V' = At + A"L 

and 
( - A'') t" = L A + _ = L = t 

vpr + Jr" ) v 

exactly_as for the pure plasma tracer. 

Otherwise, when ~· f 0 

t" = L( A + A" + A 1 ) = t + V' e 
v(A +A") F' 
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(2.12) 

(2.13) 

We see that in the non-permeable or bypass vessels the tran

sit time for the diffusable tracer is the same as for the 

non-diffusable one, regardless of the fact that the diffus

able t~acer does or does not equilibrate in the erythrocytes. 

But we assumed both erythrocytes and plasma to have the same 

velocity, and a correction factor may have to be introduced. 

More important, in the exchange vessels, depending on 

whether the tracer does or does not penetrate in the eryth

rooytes, the difference between the transit time of the dif- · 

fusable and the non-diffusable tracer is either v•e/F', (Eq. 

2.13) or v•e/F (Eq. 2.9) '· Note however that for different 

tracers v•e may ~e different, since it represents a Virtual 

volume. 

In general, lif h(t) is. a density function of transit 
.. 

times, the mean transit time is defined as 

t =l(X)th(t)dt 
o. 

(2.14) 

and since in general in any tubular vessel i, the transit 

time ti is 
(2.15) 



where Vi and F1 may vary depending on the tracer and the 

ves~el type, the mean transit time is 

.N 

t I t:t/N 
·. i=l 

(2.16) 

where N is the number of vascular elements in parallel. 

Substitution of Eq. (2.15) in Eq. (2.16) yields 

t ~. YL . F.t N 
(2.17) 

At this polnt, to reach t~e final solution proposed by 

Zierler, one has to introduce a new concept of volume. 

Consider 

Vi = Vi/Mi _ Vi/Mi 
Fi ·. Fi/Mi f 

so that Nf = F, or the total flow, 

then N 

t :-::-..•.. Vi/Mi L fN 
i=l 

N 

- 1~ 
t = FL 

i=l 

and hence V in the equation t = V/F is not zv-1 , but a 

weighted sum mi/Mi. 
/ 

/ 

(2.18) 

One can now define the density functions of transit 

times (n(t) and d(t)) for both tracers. However, since two 
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types of vessels are assunied to be present (permeable and 

non-permeable) the functions are respectively: 

n(t) = (1~a)n 1 (t) + an2 (t) 

d(t) = (1-a)d1 (t) + ad2 (t) 

(2.19) 

(2.19) 

where a is the fraction of F or F' going to the permeable 

vessel circuit (or exchange vessels), while (1-a)F Qr 

(1-a)F' goes to the non-permeable (or bypass) vessel cir

cuit. Both circuits are assumed to be in parallel. Since 

in the bypass vessels the transit times are the same, re-

gardless of the tracer, we have 

The mean transit times are found in the usual way 

tn =I 00

tn(t)dt = r 00

(1-a)tn1 (t)dt + r 00 

atn2 (t)dt 
o ..Jo "'10 

One can now define the following mean trans~t times 

t2d = r 00 

~d2( t) dt = (V2 +Ve I )/aF 
.... 0 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

or in .cases where the diffusable tracer penetrates the 

erythrocytes 

(2 .23) ' 

I 
I 

I" 

I 
I 

I 



where 

vl is the plasma volume in the bypass. circuit 

v2 is the plasma volume in the exchange circuit 

V2 is the blood volume in the exchange circuit 

F ··is plasma flow 

F' is blood flow (virtual) 

. Ve' is the virtual extravascular space of the exchange 

circuit. 

In this May two global mean transit times were defined, 

td and tn, respectively for the diffusable and the non-dif

fusable tracer. However, the presence of bypass made it 

necessary to define three more. 

t 1n is the mean transit time of both tracers in the by

pass circuit. 

t2n is the mean transit time of the non-diffusable tra

cer ih the exchange circuit 

t 2d is the mean transit time of the diffusable tracer 

in the exchange circuit 

Of course, unless n1(t), n2 (t) and d2 (t) are defined inde-: 

pendently, the values one can derive from direct observation 

are tn and td. 

However, .from the preceding, it follows that 

tn = (1-a)t
1

n + a t 2n 

td _( 1-a.) t 1 n + a t 2d 

and hence 

td - tn = a.(t2d - t 2n) 

Two things, although obvious, are worth noting. First, 
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the extravascular volume in the bypass circuit is not detec"'

ted. Secondly, by subtracting tn from td one obtains Ve'/F, 

and not Ve'/aF, the value of interest. Therefore, a has to 

be estimated independently. 

It is worth noting that if there is a constant ratio 

between Ve' and the blood or plasma volume V, so that 

Ve' + V 
s = v 

it follows that 

and also 

t 2d = S t 2n 

Eq.(2.25) and (2.26) will be used later. 

B. The compartmental analogue 

( 2.24) 

(2 •25) 

(2 .26) 

In what preceded the basic assumption is that lateral 

equilibration is irrunediate, while extravascular longitudinal 

diffusion does not happen. 

Parker and Hippensteel (1972), among others, pointed out 

that for all practical purposes, if the output function for a 

tracer (in this case intravascular) can be fitted by a sum 

of exponentials, one can to a point consider the system as 

made up of compartments, but that a first order process does 

not have to be assumed. Indeed, so they argue, the exponen-

tial distribution of transit times may be due to an exponen-

tial distribution of tubular lengths, for equal linear ve

locities, or of tubular volumes, for equal flows. 

I 
•I 



.. 

Hence, if n2 (t) = Ae-at, then if in general the propor

tion of intra and extravascular volume is. constant, then 

d2 (t) = A/S e-atjS where S is defined as in Eq. (2.24) for 

the permeable units. 

The output functions for the two tracers (barring by

pass flow) are then as one would expect them also in cases 

where the distribution volume for the diffusable tracer sim-

ply includes the intravascular volume, in such a way that in 

· each parallel circuit the proportion of intra and extravas-

cular volumes (virtual) is the same. Indeed, in each of the 

eircuits, we hav~ for the non-diffusable tracer 

and for the diffusable tracer 

. The model is represented in Fig. 4. 

Obviouslyas far as diffusion goes between the two mod

els (tubular.flow and compartmental) the correspondence lies 
. 

in the fact that flow is the. limiting factor. But the dif-

fusion factor is not the same in both.cases. Contrary to 

··the tubular model, the compartmental model has no diffusion 

limitation in any specific direction (relative to the flow), 

but an instantaneous mixing is assumed. 

In this section we considered two cases of strict flow 

limitation. It is important to consider all. assumptions ex-

.plici tly. 
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Figure 4. Schematic Representation of a Single Compartment 

System. 

The non~diffusable tracer, whose flow is indicated by 

the white part of the arrow "sees" only the small intr'avas

cular compartment V1 (dashed square). The diffusable tracer, 

transported by the same flow, indicated here by the shaded 

arrow, "sees" the larger compartment as a single one, and is 

not influenced by the separation between extra and intravas

cular volumes (dashed line). In steady state, the rate of 

disappearance (after equilibration) is for the non-diffusa

ble tracer F/V1 , for the diffusable tracer F/(Vl+V2). The 

mean transit times are respectively: 

tn = V1/F 

td = (V1+V2)/F. = Stn 

In this simple case no bypass circuit is assumed (or -

1-a) = 0) . 
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1. The tubular model assumes: 

unlimit~d lateral diffusion within the vasc~lar unit, 

but no longitudinal diffusion. 

2. The compartmental model assumes: 

uniform mixing; 
.. 

no diffusion limitation within compartments. 

3. Coincidence between the two is found for permeable ves-

sels if·: 

the vascular transit times have exponential distribu-

tion; 

the intra and extravascular volumes are in constant 

proportion in all capillary units. 

Obviously, in this case the emphasis lies in free dif

fusion. If the diffusable tracer is an inert gas like Xe or 

Kr, or an ion like sodium, the model may apply, but in poor-

ly vascularized regions the assumption may be strained. 

Therefore, without prejudice as to the importance of the 

phenomenon, the model should take this factor into account. 

This will be presented in the next section. 

Section 2. The extravascular compartment·or volume in 

series. 

It is difficult to assess what exactly will happen if

the immediate equilibration (lateral in the tubular model, 

or throughout the compartment in the compartmental model) 

condition is not met. 

Zierler (1963) presented a model in which one simply 

considers the time spent by tracer elements in the extra-
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vascular space. The rationale is not immediately clear. 

Partly it is based on the conception that the motion of the 

tracer particle is possible only by some flow of carrier 

(fluid). On the average the tracer particles leave the vas

cular ceimpartment and re-enter it at the same point (in 

Z1erler 1 s model). For each particle to the intravascular 

transit time an extravascular transit time is added. For 

this fraction of the tracer amount injected a distribution 

function of transit.time is convoluted on the intravascular 

transit time. 

There is more to this than meets the eye. Two elements 

of Zierler 1 s model have to be explained. 

If as he concludes, the distribution function of trans

it times is given by convoluting the distribution function 

of extravascular transit times on the intravascular one, 

then one assumes that both systems are completely in series, 

and not, as Zierler suggests, that to each intravascular 

tubular pathway an extrava~cular pathway is added, unles~ to 

each tubular element pathway the distribution of extratubu

la~ pathways added is the same, which amounts to the same 

thing. 

Secondly, if a relation between transit time and vol

ume and flow exists, it can only be so if the motion of the 

tracer is due to flow of carrier. 

not considered. 

Therefore, diffusion is 

To introduce the solution one has to reconsider the 

basic formalism. Two functions have been .defined, respec-
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tively, for the non-diffusable and the diffusable tracer, as 

follows: 

n(t). = (1-a)nl(t) + an2(t) 
I 

d(t) = (1-a)nl(t) + ad2 (t) 

In the preceding .section it appeared that under certain as

sumptions d2(t) = n2(tS), which means that all transit times 

are multiplied by s. Up to now the relation t = V/F is ob

vious. If a third pro~ess is introduced d(t) becomes 

d(t) = (1-a)n1 (t) +a~ d2 (t) + a(l-~) d2 (t)*e(t). 

The term (1-~) d2 (t)*e(t) _indicates that for a fraction 

a(l-~) of the inJected amount, the model needs a distribu-

tion volume in series with the vascular units allowing dif

fusion. If the motion in this volume is flow limited there 

is no problem. Diffusion limitation would mean that the 

·transit time is defined as V/F only for a fraction of the· 

tracer. In that.case 

(1) (l~a) n1 (t) is indicative of the bypass flow 

(2). a~ n2 (t/\v) is indicative of tissue perfusion 

(3) a(l-~) n2 (t/W)*e(t) is indicative of diffusion exchange. 

· And while only (2) is tissue perfusion in the strict sense, 

(3) is indicative of exchange, although very much tracer· 

specific •. In the case of flow limitation in the volume in 

series (Zierler's hypothesis) both (2) .and (3) are indica-
/ 

tors of tissue perfusion. 

But how can a volume in series be imagined with flow 
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limitation? We will consider the anatomical equivalents in 

Chapter IV (Results and Discussion). At this point however 

the following can be said: 

For an intravascular (non-diffusable) tracer, the 

fraction of the total transit time spent in the large ves

sels is relatively large, while for a diffusable tracer most 

of the time is spent in the tissue compartments. 

Hence, allowing for some error, for each tracer element 

of the diffusable tracer one can simply add to the intravas

cular transit time an extravascular transit time, which 

leads to the concepts of compartments or systems in series. 

In Fig. 5 the model is schematically shown. Each cir

cle corresponds to a subdivision of the systems 'Where some 

time is spent. The time spent is proportional to the diam-

eter of the circle. *' 

Up to now we did not use analytical expressions for 

d(t) or n(t), or any of their components. The tubular model 

as such gives no clues to the analytical form of these func-

tions, but we considered briefly one case in which d2 (t) is 

analytically defined by the analytical form of n2(t). 

In the next section we will derive all expressions as 

they follow from a compartmental model, which will allow us 

to make the different possibilities clearer. 

*Note that in this figure, as in. all others of the same 

kind, the arrows indicate direction of flow, and no time is 

spent along the arrow. 



Fig. 5 Schematic representation of the extravascular com

partment in series, with flow limitation. 

The intr~vascular tracer (white arrow) spends most of 

its transit time in the subsystems A and V, representing 

respectively the arterial and venous side of the vascular 

bed. Only a small fraction of its transit time is spent in 

C, at the capillary exchange level. This tracer does not 

see the tissue subsystem T. 

The diffusable tracer spends the same time in A and V 

as does the non-diffusable, but spends a much larger time in 

the systems T and C. Hence 

tn - tn(A) + tn(C) + tn(V) 

td = tn(A) + td(C+T) + tn(V) 

since tn ( C )/tn << 1 

and td(G+T)/td.....,l 

we have 

td( G+T) Z td - tn 
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Section 3. Mathematical Formulation 

In this section we will review the mathematical formu

lation. Because ·empirically the output function n ( t) is 

well fitted by a restricted number of exponential terms, 

n(t) = L Aie-ait will be the basis for all subsequent deri

vations. It so happens that the mathematical formulation is 

not different from that of pure compartmental analysis. Why 

then the non-compartmental derivation in the preceding sec-

tion? This is a fine point. No realistic set of physical 

assumptions can make all capillaries into a small number of 

compartments. The good fit to _exponentials is accidental. 

Zierler has made strong objections to the automatic compart

mental approach. He points out the following objections: 

(1) For a non-diffusable tracer the capillari~s are too in

dividual to be pooled in any sum of sets with instant equil

ibration. 

(2} The general assumption that the compartments are paral

lel does not stand close inspection. Indeed, the output 

function h(t) does not jump abruptly from zero to maximum 

value at t = 0. 

(3) Finally, there is a lag time between injection and the 

first appearance of the tracer in the output vein. In a 

strict compartmental situation this would not appear. 

In what follows we have taken the pure time lag into 

account by translation of the time scale to the extent that 

it was necessary. The fact that we present the exponential 
\ 
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fitting as accidental will allow us to fit in such a way 

that after translation of the time scale, at t = 0, h(t) = 

0, and remains continuous. In compartmental terms this 

means at least 'two compartments in series, but although this 

is hard to map from model to reality, it does not bother us 

since for the intravascular flow the fitting does not as-

sume compartments. 

1. Convolution of exponential functions 

Ae-at*Be-bt is analytically defined as 

unless a = b, in which case it is equal to 

AB e-at.t 

2. In the simplest case, which will be finally used, 

(2 .27) 

(2.28) 

one can 

fit the output function of the intravascular tracer as 

N 
n(t) = Z A e-ait 

1 i 

where n(t) is normalized by the restriction that 

ZAi/ai = 1 

This means of course that n(t) is defined as the true output 

function, the observed one being Q.n(t) where Q is the nor

malization factor. Furthermore, to keep the function con

tinuous, even at t = 0, ZAi = 0. (a) If one then fits the 

data for the diffusable tracer regardless of the preceding, 

it appears that a fair fit is found by 
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where once again mi/bi = 1, and mi = 0. 

(b) However, simply assuming independence of d(t) from n(t) 

is not ~ealistic. The diffusable tracer has at least to 

travel the path of the non-diffusable (in part or totally). 

In one case (see Section 1), the assumption may be that the 

path is the same, as is the flow, but that the distribution 

volume is larger by a constant factor S all over the system. 

Then d(t) is in fact best fitted by 

d(t) 
N 

= ~ (A /S)e-ait/3 
1 i ' 

(2.29) 

And from that it follows that ZAi/S = 0, but that the norma

lizati.on is still ZAi/ai = 1. 

However, whether the fitting function for n(t) is a sum 

of exponentials because the system is truly compartmental, 

or whether it is so by a chante distribution ofpathlengths 

with equal linear velocities, it is not likely that S is 

constant for each compartment, or each tubular element. 

In the compartmental hypothesis, still barring bypass, 

d(t) then becomes 

N 
d(t) = ~ (Ai/Si)e-?it/Si 

1 

The concordance between n(t) and d(t) is not as loose as in 

the first case, since now 

Bj = Ai/Si 

b j = ai/Si 

for J = i 

for J = i 
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instead of being completely unrelated. However, if the num-

ber of compartments present, M, is larger than the number 

of terms, N, in the. sum, then due to model bias the fitting 

may ~e purely accidental, and the relation between the Bj 

and A1 is lost. This is also what happens when the tubular 

model is assumed. Indeed, since in each individual tubular 

element the transit time for the diffusable tracer may be 

chariged by any.factor, s1 , if a fitting is found as 

there is no reason for L to be equal to N, nor is there any 

necessary relation between Ai and Bj for 1 = j. 

(c) In a third approach it is assumed that the extra dilu

tion .volume of the dif'fusable tracer is in series with the 

intravascular one, and behaves as one single compartment ( 0.1) 

or one or more compartments in series (0. 2) or parallel ( 0. 3) • 

0.1) in this ~case 

d(t) = (~Aie-ait)*e-kt 

0.2) for two compartments in series· 

• with the rest~ictions that 

2 
~ Kj = 0 (0 and continuous at t = 0) 
1 . 

~ Kj/kj = 1 (normalized) 

0.3) for two compartments in parallel 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 
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(2.32 

with only .the _normalizing restriction 2:Kj/kj = 1. 

It is interesting to note the analytical expression of 2 or 

3 which is as follows if kj 1 ai Vi,j 

(2.33) 

Indeed, assuming that the ai have a tendency to be larger 

than the kJ, and to the extent that the difference is larger 

d{t) is soon ~educed to 

or proceeding further 

(2.34) 

this explairis the relative success of the independent solu-

tion of the type 

d(t) = 2: Bje-bjt 

in this case again, since the simplification assumes for all 

practical purposes that 2:Aie-ait is a delta function (t>O). 

(d) Under a different assumption the phenomenon described in 

b and c both occur, then the solution is of the form 
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An unlikely case arises when ai = kjS because then the ex~ 

pression is reduced for i and j to 

Ai Kj. t e-att/S 

as :was pointed out before. 

(e) Finally.one.could have a combination of c and d, and 

therefore the output function would be de~cribed by 

(2.36) 

When ai >> S kj vi,j this last expression reduces to 

(2.37) 

or if the factor S is not constant from element to element 

(2.37)' 

The noteworthy thing about this assumption is the compart

mental model fitting it. (Fig. 6). The existence of one 

tissular compartment in series with, and one including the 

intravascular compartment, is not impossible to visualize, 

and will be discussed in Chapter IV. 

However, in this case the implicit assumption is that 

all the intravascular compartments, or alternatively all the 

tubular elements, are in series with a few .common tissular 
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Fig. 6. Compart;mental model showing the intravascular com

partment (I), and two tissue compartments, with one of them 

(III) in series with the intravascular compartment or the 

intravascular compartment and the tissue compartment II. 

The non-diffusable tracer detects only compartment I 

and passes, without "seeing" them,through the others (shaded. 

arrow). A fraction of the diffusable.tracer bypasses in the 

same sense compartment III (white arrow). But for all of 

the diffusable tracer there is complete equilibration between 

I and II. 

/ 
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Figure 6 

.. 
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compartments. This is represented in Fig. 7. In this fig

ure bypass is not considered, since it was not discussed at· 

this stage. Formally then, the derivation \'las reduced to a 

comparison of d2(t) with n2(t) •. 

We have then shown that d2 (t) may have a functional 

form very different, and independent of, n2 (t). The condi

tions needed are different in each modality. 

·In the tubular flow model the independence of d2(t) is 

guaranteed if S is not constant over all the elements. 

In the compartmental model, with including compart

ments, the same condition is needed. 

In the cases· of compartments in series, the condition 

is for the intravascular transit time to be short relative 

to the residency time in the extravascular compartment. 

3. In the derivation of the simplest case possible bypass 

was disregarded altogether. However, the bypass fraction is 

theoretically one of the most important parameters. One can 

assume that n(t) has two terms, one due to the tracer going 

through thoroughfare channels, the other due to the exchange 

vessels. n(t) therefore would be defined as 

n(t) = aL A1e-a1t + {1-a)I B1e-b1t 

(1-a) being the bypass fraction. 

This however proves to be too much of a commitment to the 

parallel circuit theory. Empirically, we.found (see Results) 

that n(t) can be fitted, with fair constancy from one exper-

• 



Fig. 7 Schematic representation of G! compartmental model 

with two parallel systems of two compartments in series, 

which for a fraction of their flow are in series with a 

single (larger) compartment. 

/ 
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Figure 7 
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iment .to anQther, by 

(2.38) 

and that maximizing the bypass element can be achieved by 

assuming 3 

{l-a)n1(t) I.r1A1{e-ait -e-bit) 

1 

In this fashion we found that d(t) is well fltted by 

6 

where 6 

+~A· (e-ait -e-bit) L ~. 
4 

ad2 (t) =2 A1{e-ait -e-bit) 

4 

(2.39) 

( 2. 40) 

The compartmental model fitting those equations is.shown .in 

the most general way in Fig. 8. ·(See Appendix A). 

4 • .In short, thEm, we will not assume any specific micro

scopic model, but we will use the characteristic they all 

have in common. We have already stated that the functional 

form 

d ( t) = ( 1-a )n 1 ( t) + ad2 ( t) 

can be expected whether at the microscopic level one has two 

parallel networks, or diffusion limitation in some or all of 

the vessels. 

Furthermore, the.independent functional form of d2 (t) is 

consistent with the tubular flow model when S is not constant 
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Fig. 8 Generalized compartmental model 

The flow is divided between 3 parallel circuits in fractions 

f 1 = Ai/2:Ai. In each parallel circuit there are·again two 

paths, dividing the fraction of flow as r.fi' so that 
. ~ 

Z'Yi f i = a.F'. 

It is important to note that if the tissue compartment 

is very large the equation is the same (in the limiting 

case) whether 'it· is in series with the intravascular com-

partment, or, as shown here for aesthetic reasons, includes 

Also, in cases where there is diffusion limitation the 

bypass circuits are not isolated from the exchange circuits, 

but the larger tissular compartment is still only seen by a 

fraction of the tracer going that way. 
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in all the capillary units, as it is, (in the limiting case) 

when the extravascular volumes are in series with the in-

travascular ones. 

··That thislimiting case applies is supported by the 

fact that the transit times for Xenon are markedly longer 

than for colloid, so that the derivation~ leading to Eq. 

(2.3~) is not far~fetched. 

In; the next chapter we will discuss how we determine 

n(t) and'd(t) (by correcting for recirculation), and how 

the functional form we described here is applied after the 

recirculation correction. 

/ 
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CHAPTER III. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

·Section 1. Experimental design 

In all experiments, beagle dogs, weighing approximately 

10 kgr., were used. Anesthesia.was induced by an intraven

ous injection of Suritol®(sodiurn thiamylal, Parke-Davis), 

and continued with Methophane®(Metoxyflurane:2,2-dichloro

ljl-difluroethyl-Methyl ether, Pittman-Moore). 

The dogs .were positioned in dorsal decubitus, with the 

hind limbs stretched. A PE50 catheter, measuring 50 em., 

was introduced in the lateral or medial saphenic vein and 

pushed.up six to nine inches, in such a manner that the end 

of the catheter. would be localized in the iliacal vein, out

side of the field of the vein d~tector over ihe inferio~ · 

caval vein. 

The· tip of a 22 gauge needle was percutaneously intro

duced in the femoral artery, and threaded as far as possible 

upstream. The needle was fed by another PE50, 50 em. long 

catheter (Fig. 9).. If adrenalin was infused, this was· done 

through the jugular vein. 

In almost all experiments the arterial blood pressure 

was measured through a needle in the heterolateral femoral 

artery. 

The pressure measurement was used to ascertain the ef-

fects of adrena1in, when infused, and to determine the per

iod of relative steady state. Besides that, the pressure 

reading, the cornea reflex and the color of the tongue were 

us~d as indicators 6r the depth of the anesthesia. 
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Fig. 9 Experimental setup 

This figure shows the location of the two heavily col

limated scintillation detectors (3,4), the two venous cath

eters, one (6) ~sed for the venous injections of both tra

cers, one (2) for the adrenalin infusion. The intraarterial 

needle (5) is threaded upstream in the femoral artery. 

During the whole·procedure the animal breathes through 

an endotracheal tube, but when Xenon is injected, the ex

haled gases are PumPed out of the room. Otherwise the dog 

breathes in a closed system with co2 absorption and o2 sup

ply from a gas cylinder (1). 



Figure 9 
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Two well-collimated sodium iodide crystals are posi

tioned over the dog, the first one on the.limit between the 

distal third and middle third on the line between the xy

phoid processus and the symphysis pubica, the second one so 

that ita field comprehends the basis of the right lung and 

the dome of the liver (Fig. 9). 

Each detector is connected to two single chann~l ana

lyzers; bringing the total of channels to four (Fig. 10). 

The pulses in each channel are subsequently collected and 

stored in a PDP-12 computer. 

The timing of the injections, performed by an injection 

pump. which injects and withdraws, was controlled by the same 

computer. We chose not to flush the catheter by injecting 

a supplementaryvolume, .since the perturbation provoked by 

the fast infusion of large volumes would not be insignifi-

··cant. However, if some activity. remains in the catheter, 

diffusion or leaking may occur, which would render the shape 

of the injection function unpredictable, or at least inval

idate the assumption that the injection of the tracer was a 

delta function injection. Flushing the catheter was there

fore performed bY withdrawing a volume of blood equal to the 

injected volume of tracer. The injection volume is between 

0.25 and 0.35 cc in all experiments, but does not vary in 

any experiment. 

1 sec. 

Injection time + withdrawal was less than 

During the experiment the dog's temperature (esophagal) 

was maintained at 37°C with heating cushions. 

.. 
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For the non-diffusable tracer ssmTc-labelled sulfur 

colloid (TestuloidR, Squibb) was used, ·and for the diffus

able tracer 133Xenon, in saline. The activity injected was 

respectively 200 ~Ci of ssmTc and 300 ~Ci of Xenon. 

D1 ·a typical run there were 4 injections: 

1. Xenon intravenous 

2. Xenon intraarterial 

3. Colloid intravenous 

4. Colloid intraarterial 

If the experiment was followed by a repeat during adren

alin infusion the sequence was: 

1. Xetion intravenous 

2. Colloid intravenous 

3. Xenon+ Colloid intraarterial 

start adrenalin infusion 

1. Xenon +Colloid intraarterial 

2. Xenon + Colloid intravenous 

Section 2. Data Collecting 

The PDP--12 computer was programmed so that it could re

ceive data from 1 to 8 channels, but in this set of experi

ments we consistently used four (Fig. 10). 

Before the start of the experiment, the time length for 

each data point, th~ time of day, and the time of injection 

were fed into the computer. As the experiments proceeded, 

the time of integration could be changed, the range being 

from 0.20 sec to 1 minute. 



Fig. 10 Sche~atic representation of the data 6ollection 

system 
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The pulses coming from the sod~um iodide scintillation 

det~ct9rs (Dl, D2) are analyzed for pulse height and selec

ted by two single channel analyzers (ANl, AN2, AN3, AN4) for 

each detector, and sent to a scaling unit (SC) in the PDP-12 

computer, where they are collected in preset time in double 

precision mode. 

When the integration time is over, depending on a pro-

grammed variable instruction, the recorded counts are scaled 

down by a factor 2n, and sent to the central core memory. 

From there they are displayed in real time as count rates on 

the cathode ray tube (CRT) display. 

At the end of the run, the data stored in core are 

written into a magnetic tape (MG TAPE), as are the times of 

integration of all data points. 

• 
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The 6ount rate in each channel was followed on an os

cilloscope screen, where the time function of the four chan

nels could also be displayed. 

When the experiment ended, the collected data were 

transfe~red to a magnetic tape, which was then used for all 

subsequent data handling. 

At·the start of each new experiment the memory. was 

cleared automatically. Identification of the expe~iments 

\vas obtained by run number, a value vrhich also defined the 

location of the data on the final tape. 

Section 3. Data Handling 

1. Smoothing and Cross-talk Correction 

Smoothing, or regrouping of the data is made necessary 

because of the time factor in the final curve-fitting pro

g~am. Least~square subsequent approximation programs tend 

to be'long i~ themselves, and an unnecessarily large number 

of data points becomes very expensive. The smoothing pro

gram, devised by C. T. Schmidt (see appendix), is performed 

on the PDP computer itself, as is the cross-talk correction. 

The principle is simple. Data points are pooled until one 

of the following situations arises: (1) a preset time of 

integration limit is reached; (2) a preset integrated count 

limit is reached; (3) the next data point represents a count 

rate which differs by more than two standard deviations from 

the count rate of the integrated interval up to that point. 

At that moment, a new pool is started. When defining the 
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preset time and counts, care must be taken not to "smooth 

out" the functional form of the time function, especially if 

"peaks" are present. 

In our method, cross-talk,. which is the influence from 

one isotope on the count rate detected in the channel for 

the other isotope, or from one isotope in one location on 

the count rate detected in another location, has a unique 

feature. 

Indeed, although the gamma rays from 133Xenon have low 

energy, and do not interfere- with the detection of. the high

er energy gamm,a photons from eemTc, the redistribution of 

Tc-colloid, from the vein, at the start of the experiment, 

to the liver at the end, is bothersome. 

Indeed, as shown in Fig. 11, the cross talk factor 

(channel cross talk) from eemTc in the lower energy 133Xenon 

channel is time dependent. The injection bolus, seen in the 

figure as the early sharp peak, is localized entirely in the 

vein, well inthe field of the detector, so that the Compton 

scattered rays do not in general reach the detector. For 

this first peak, the channel cross talk is small. However, 

as more of the. tracer is accumulated in the liver, outside 

of the detector's view, the direct interactions \'lith the 

crystal are relatively rarer than the interactions after 

scattering •. Hence~ the channel cross talk factor seems to 

be higher, but is in fact a combination of channel and loca

tion cross t.alk. 

Furthermore, although the collimation .tends to minimize 
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Fig. ll Effect of the redistribution of ssmTc colloid from 

vein to liver on the cross talk in the Xenon chan

nel of the vein detector. 

The full line is the count rate detected in the ssmTc 

channel of the vein detector. The first steep peak is due 

to the passage of the injection bolus. The second part of 

the curve is tissue clearance. 

The dashed line is the count rate detected in the 

133Xenon channel of the same detector. While the injection 

bolus, well centered in the field of the detector, gives 

only minimal cross talk, as the time goes on the influence 

of liver accumulation is felt. 

/ 
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this effect, during recirculation the "vein detector" de

tects activity from withiri its direct fieldJ which is not 

however localized 1n the vein, but in the surrounding tis

sues~ This problem can be minimized, and when cross talk 

corrections were used, we did not take this into account. 

Since, as we will see, there is no important recircu

lation facto~ for Xenon it would have been better had the 

Xenon had the.higher energy. We have considered the prob

lem, and in subsequent applications we will use 11CH4 gas 

instead of Xenon~ The counting efficiency for t.his posi

tron-emitting isotope is expec~ed to be better, and further

more, since the Technetium colloid remains in the liver, as 

more injections are made, the higher ssmTc energy increases 

the background for Xenon to interfering levels. 

Since our project was directed to solve a model and 

find appropriate data handling methods, in most cases when 

possible, we did subsequent injections of single isotopes, 

in such an order that the interference of Technetium was 

minimized. 

When the two isotopes were injected simultaneously the 

following cross talk factors were used. Let Xijikl be the 

cross talk from an isotope counted in channel j, situated in 

the field of detector i, affecting the count rate in channel 

1 from detector k. 

To situate the matter: 

i or k are. 1: detector over vein 

2: detector over liver 



j or 1 are 1: Xenon energy channel 

2: Technetium energy channel 

It is obvious that 

Xij,ij = 1 

Furthermore, since ~ 33Xenon has the lower energy photons 

xil'k2 = o 
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A venous injection of Tc colloid at the first peak (Fig. 7) 

in charinel 2 of detector 1 yields 

Xl2;1l 

Xl2,21 

Xl2,22 

While the value of channel 2 of detector 2 ~t the end of the . . . 

experiment yields 

.X22,11 

X22,12 

X22,21 

The corresponding factors for Xenon are found with a single 

intravenous injection of Xenon. The final matrix is there-

for.e 

1 

Xll,21 

0 

Xl2,11 

1 

Xl2,21 

·Xl2,22 

X21,11 

0 

1 

0 

X22,11 

X22,12 

X22,21 

1 

so that, if (C) is the vector of the true counts in each 

channel and (0) the vector of the observed counts 

(X) (C) = (0) (3.1) 

A small program in the PDP library allcws us to find the in-
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verse of. (X), or (X) -l., after which this matrix is applied 

to the counts collected in each subsequent injection of 

mixed tracers (see appendix). 

(3.2) 

2. Curve fitting 
. ' 

The curves were fitted to the functions described below 

by using Bremermann and Lam's (1970) optimization program. 

The only change made in their program was to make the steps 

proportional to the parameter value, and not absolute. 

In what follows we will discuss the techniques used. 

(a) Fitting of the venous curves: determination of the re

circulation parameters. 

We assume the injection to be a delta function injec

tion. However, empirically we found that the time function, 

although nearly discontinuous at time zero, as expected, 

subsequently follows an exponential decrease. The vein, 

immediately distal of the detector, seems to act as a first 

order compartment. Furthermore, we assumed the central cir

culation time to provoke a simple time delay t 0 between the 

injection and the appearance of recirculation. For both 

colloid and gas the recirculation compartment was assumed to 

be made up of two parallel first order compartments (Fig.l2). 

The functional form assumed for the observed data de-

pends of course on where in the model the detector is 

placed.· 

For thnnrntlc~1l ronnono lt. lA e:::l~ter to aaaume that the 

.detected function represents the output function of the gen-
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Fig. 12 Model of the venous injection curve 

The tracer is injected in a small compartment v, ·with· 

rQpid turnover (fractional turnover rate k), .·from \'There it 

is distributed between two compartments in parallel, respec

tively_f1' to.compartment 1, f 2 • to compartment 2, but with 

a time delay t 0 • 

Those two compartments have a fractional turnover rate 

of respectively V1 and v2 • The ,detector "sees" the output 

of V and of compartments 1 and 2 (shaded region), hence the 

detector "sees". 

kV + vl ql + v2 q2 

if the counting efficiency is the same for all the output 

functions. 

In reality this is not so, while the detector really 

sees kV and a fraction of q1 , and a fraction of q2 • For 

those reasons th~ parameters f 1 • and f 2 • are replaced by f 1 
and f 2 in the fitting function. 

/ 
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eral circulation·compartments, added on the output function 

of the small, rapid-turnover, venous injection compartment. 
I • ·-~ 

In reality, however, one detects a fraction of the two gen-

eral circulation compartments, but since they do follow a 

first order process, if the activity present is 

qi(t) == e-vit 

the output function is 

qi(t) == vie-Vit 

Henc~ if th~ data follow a function 
I 

one can fit as 

q~ (t) - ke-kt*fi.vie-vit 

The model assumed for the data fitting is shown in Fig •. J;2. 

The observed function"is therefore 

where 
·exp(lOO(t-t0 )/tJ 

lag(t-t ) = 
o 1 ""' exp[lOO(t-t0 );t] 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

t = t
0

, where t 0 is the central circulation time 

k is the turnover in the small venous compart-

ment 

v1 and v2 are the two central compartments 

f 1 and f 2 are the scaling factors for each of 

them 

It appears .that since k is large relative to the integration 

intervals, and because there is some imprecision about the 

p~ecise time t = 0, that f 1 and f 2 may be o£f by some factor. 
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Also, since f 2 is small, the definition of v2 is very back

ground-dependent. Those two factors will be taken into ac

count later. The parameters to fit are A, k, v1 , v2 , f 1 , 

f 2 , and t
0 

(s~e appendix). 

(b) The arterial data: recirculation correction 

If the density function of transit times is n(t), the 

detect~d function is 

Bln(t) + C lag(t-t0 ) n(t-t0 )*~vifie"'"vi(t-to)J (3.5) 

where C is a correction factor introduced to account for the 

error in f 1 and f 2 . 

Note that the function ke-kt does not appear in this 

expression, since it is supposed to be specific for a local 

process arising with a rapid ihtravenous injection. The un~ 

derlying assumption is that in the artery there is no ini

tial deformation of the injection function. 

C is relatively easy to determine for the colloid, 

since after 6 ~inutes all activity detected is recirculation 

activity. Indeed, blood drop experiments indicate n(t) to 

be near zero after a very short time. 

It would have been ideal to be able to fit the data 

immediately to the final analytical expression expected of 

n(t) 

however, no good fit could be obtained that way. But at this 

point the only concern is to find n(t) without 
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n(t)*l:vifi exp(v1 t) interfering. 

We found that it is easier to fit 

Qn(t) = (3.6 

Q is of course the normalization factor dependent on the in

jected amount and the counting efficiency, and is reflected 

in the :Si's. 

Li is defined.as 

(3.7) 

where tM is the time at which the detected function reaches 

its maximum value. Introducing·Li allows the first nine 

terms to have their maximum value at tM, independently of 

the!ir slope. 

This type of fitting function could of course corres

pond to a specific compartmental model. Indeed, the function 

k2te-kt .. 

is ~pecific for two compartments in series with the same 

fractional turnover rate k, since 

However, we used the expression for n(t) simply as a smooth

ing function for the exclusive purpose of finding an analyt

ical expression for the recirculation term in Eq.(3.5). 

' 
C lag (t..:.t0 )n(t-t0 )*Zvifi e-vi(t-t0 ) 

The main fe3turc of the fitting function we usc, be-

sides its smoothness and continuity is the ~act that for the 
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first nine terms the term (t-Li) will prevent oscillations; 

while for the last nine terms oscillations are unlikely to 

~ppear if the bi's are evenly distributed, with decreasing 

Bi values when bi decreases. 

This indeed appeared to give satisfactory results. The 

steep ascending part of the detected function is generally 

well fitted, as is the abrupt change in the first derivative 

at tM. 

There are more parameters than strictly needed, and the 

system appears to lack a unique solution: In general at the 

end of a satisfactory fitting some values of Bi are so small, 

that in fact some of the terms are not used to fit the func-

tion. However, since the fit seems to be satisfactory, and 

since further analysi~ is not based on those fitting parame

ters, we did not feel that this was an argument against the 

method. (see Appendix A) 

Indeed, once n(t) has been determined as in Eq.(3.6) we 

determined from this function different data points at dif-

ferent times. On those data points the final analysis was 

performed. 

*A sum ·or exponentials ZAie-ait can oscillate if the At terms 

arc allowed to be negative. The derivative of the sum of ex

ponentials ~a 1A 1t e-ait, if Ai > 0 will oscillate if there is 

a term j reaching its maximum at time tj = 1/aj when 

ajAjt e-ajtj >> aiAit e-aitj for all if j. 
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For d(t) the same method is used, but for the fact that 

C is simply transposed from the preceding, since d(t) does 

not reach near zero values very soon. 

Correction factors, held between 1.25 and 0.75,are al

lowed ~0 operate as fitting parameters on v1 and v2 in the 

fit on the data from the colloid injection. During the fit 

on the Xerion data both are held at the value 1.0. 

The main point of this section is that since the ana-

,lytical expression used to "deconvolute 11 is in no \vay re-

lated to the model~ the method amounts to a smoothing of the 

data, before the deconvolution. The difference with the n~-

merical methods, which can also be carried out after smooth

ing, lies in the fact that in our case the functional form 

used does not yield oscillations in the tail of the deconvo

luted function. 

3. Analysis on h(t): Bypass and Tissue Perfusion Estimation 

As mentioned before, we found the data points derived 

from n(t) to be well fitted by 

Using Bremermann and Lam's optimization program, adapted in 

F, we first fit the parameters to n(t). S~bsequently, dur

ing the same run, after 100. to 150 iterations, d(t) is fit

ted using: 

d(t) = ~ Ai~i(e~ait 
1 .. 

with the restriction that 0 < ri < 1 for all i 



and that 

J00

d(t) dt = 1 
0 
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During the first subsequent 100 to 150 iterations Ai' ai, 

bi are kept constant for i = 1,3. Following this, all par

ameters are allowed to vary without restriction, but for the 

normalization conditions, and n(t) and d(t) are fitted si-

multaneously. 

4. Analysis of the fitted functions 

In this study the main objective was to determine the 

bypass fraction of flow (a) and the tissue perfusion, which 

has been defined as being characterized by the function 

d2 (t) and the mean transit time t 2d. 

forms 

If the data are indeed well fitted by the functional 

n(t) 

d(t) 

3 

-e-bit] -I(l-'Yi)Ai[e-ait -e-bit] 

i=l 

in such a way that the first term in each equation has been 

maximized, one can consider this first term as the best es-

timate of the bypass with this method. 

Since (see Eq. 2.39) 
3 

(1-a)nl ( t) = L 'YiAi[e-ai t -e"bi t J 
i=l 



and 

we have 

3 

1~ L'Y1A1[e-ait -e-bit]dt = (1-a) 

i=l . 

or the·bypass fraction. 
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(3.8) 

The whole system is further characterized by the dif

ferent transit times (Eq. 2.21, 2.22, 2.23). (see Appendix A) 

There is a global mean transit time for the non-diffus-

able tracer 

tn = r 00

t n(t) dt 
Jo 

and a global one for the dif.fusable tracer 

td = J 00

t d(t) dt. 
0 

However, when bypass is considered, one needs the mean tran-

sit time in the bypass circuit (or alternatively for the 

fraction of the diffusable tracer which does not diffuse). 

(3.9) 

Finally the tissue perfusion parameter is 
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(3.10) 

which is the mean transit time for the fraction of the dif

fusabl~ tracer which did diffuse (out of the vascular bed). 

Because of the popularity and wide understanding of the 

strict compartmental approach to this problem we did also 

compute the mean transit time of each of the parallel series 

of. compartments as shown in Fig. 8. We have therefore 

100

t.Ai[e-ait -e-bit]dt 

r co Ai[e-ai t -e-bi t]dt 
,)0 

( 3.11) 



CHAPTER IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Section 1. Smoothirig and the recirculation correction 

ln l''lgul.'e:J 13 a,b,c,d,e we show some of the fittings 
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on the venous data. The first stee~ part of the curve is 

the component due to the injection, or the output function 

of compartment V in Fig. 12. It is fitted by 

Qke-kt ( 4.1) 

where Q is the normalization factor and k the fractional 

turnover rate of the injection compartment V. Obviously, 

since the inj~ction itself takes a finite time.(< 1 sec), 

some of the time seemingly spent in V is really injection 

time. However 1 since in all experiments k was larger than · 

30 min- 1 , which is very large compared to the components 

found in the Qirculation system, for all practical purposes 

the injection function can indeed be considered as a delta 

function injection. This is even more so since during·in

traarterial injection one does not expect to have a small 

intermediary compartment at the injection site. 

The rest of the curve is due to recirculation. The 

model and equations used were discussed previously (Eq. 3.3 

and Fig. 12). Since background subtraction is so critical 

in the slope determination, and corrections are applied in 

the subsequent arterial fitting, we did not feel that bet

ter fitting (at large expense) was necessary. 

The .fitting of the empirical smoothing function (Eq. 

3.6) and the recirculation correction application for intra

arterial injection data was less easy. Fo~ the colloid the 
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Fig. 13 This set of graphs shows the data collected after 

intravenous .injecti6n over the inferior caval vein as 

crosses~ and the line representing the fitted function, for 

some of the experiments. All are plotted in semilogarithmic 

scale. 

Figures 13a, 13b and 13d are from the 99mTechnetium

co·lloid intravenous injections. Figures 13c and 13e are 

from the venous injection of ~ 33Xenon. 

In all the graphs the first, steep component represents 

the output function of the injection compartment (represent

ed as V in Fig. 12). 

The slower components are due to the recirculation. 

Obviously the recirculation fraction is smaller for Xenon. 
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recirculation becomes a major portion of the curve. at a 

very ea~ly ti~e (Figures 14a, 15a, 16a, 17a, 18a, 19a). The 

slope corrections; applied to the slopes determined during 

:venous injections, combined with the scaling correction, are 

crltica:-..:. 

For Xenon the recirculation fadtor is smaller. The 

bulk of Xenon le~ves the circulation after the first pass 

through the lungs (Figures 14b, 15b, 16b, 17b, 18b, 19b). 

Since the smoothing function is related to the model 

only to the extent that 1 t is a continuous positive function, 

it is not necessary to present the fitting parameters. How

ever, it is interesting to note that the fitting function in 

this case had a re1att'vely larger number of parameters, but 

that not all of them are always significantly used. Hence 

some of the 

(Ai t a 1 e-ait) 

elements come out with such small A1 values that they were 

lost to the fitting. 

~he data points were fitted to 

h ( t ) + h ( t ) * r (t) (4.1) 

as explained in Chapter III.Once the best fit is found, 

using the smoothing function for h(t), expected count rates 

at different times are determined. Those expected count 

rates correspond to the count rate one would have detected 

in the absence of recirculation, and if the detection ef

ficiency and the injected amount would have yielded 
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J 00

Fc(tJdt = 1 
0 

for all the experiments and both isotopes. 

In.other words, the data points so defined are correc

ted for recirculation, and normalized. \ve did already point 

out that the fitting function is empirical, and used exclu-

siVely for smoothing purposes, and to allow an analytical 

expression for the convolution of the recirculation function 

r(t) on the first pass function h(t)~ We also pointed out 

that the functional form used has a redundant number of par

ameters, and is not related to the model finally used. This 

very redundancy allows us, at the same time, to fit easily 

and to minimize the danger of model bias at this point. 

The determination of data points from the smoothing 

function, after recirculation correction and normalization, 

corresponds in fact to what one would have done by smoothing 

first and then performing a numerical deconvolution. The 

analysis in terms of the model used can then be performed 

on those computed "corrected" data points. 

Section 2. Ana1ysis of the "corrected" data 

We have at some length discussed in the previous chap-

ters how different modalities could lead to the same func-

tional form for .n(t) and d(t). 

The first point was that if n(t) can be fitted by a sum 

of exponentials, one need not necessarily feel committed to 

a compartmental model for the intravascular tracer. It is 
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Parker (Parker, Dobson, Hippensteele) who pointed out that a 

~ombination of different flows, tube diameters and tube 

lengths could lead to many forms for n(t), one of them pos

sibly a sum of exponentials. The likelihood of this may 

seem remote. However, we did find consistently that the 

corrected data for n(t) could be fitted by 

(4.2) 

In Figures l4c,l5c, 16c, 17c, 18c, 19c those data points are 

indicated as circles. 

The strict compartmental model corresponding to this 

functional form has already been discussed. It is made of 

three sets in parallel of two compartments in series (Fig.8). 

We have already pointed out what the main objection to 

a compartmental analysis for an intravascular tracer is: one · 

cannot imagine good mixing - a compartmental assumption -

in a restricted number of compartments, since the number of 

capillaries is extremely large, and have not many direct and 

* "fast" interconnections. 

Besides the two modalities mentioned above we did con

sider a different interpretation. It relates to the concept 

of the extravascular compartments in series. If a large 

*"fast" is used in the theoretical sense. To have good mix

ing one needs passage from one to another in a short time 

relative to the l.ntracapillal'y turnover rate. 
I 
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rraction of the time spent by the tracer in the system is 

actually spent in the large vessels (of which there are 

less) the compartmental concept may be less strained. The 

two compartments in series are ~asily imagined in this way. 

we do not have of course direct evidence indicating 

which model dbes apply. But the good fitting to this re

stricted number of·exponentials is consistent enough to be 

undeniable. 

In Figures 14c, 15c, 16c, 17c, 18c, 19c, the corrected 

data for d(t) are represented as crosses. As explained be

foreJ the main point of the method is to fit as much as pos

sible of d(t) by elements of n(t). We did this by maximiz

ing the values of' 1'i fbr which d( t) was well fitted by 

. 3 . .. 6 

~ l- -ait -b· t] f: [ -a· t -bit] d( tJ = L 'Yi A1 e • · -e ~ . + Ai e ~ e . 

i=l i= 

(4.3) 

There is no conceptual difficulty in considering that the 

extravascular tracer is in fact distributed within a re-

stricted number of compartments. In point of fact even this 

restricted number of terms f'or the "perfusion" term of d(t) 

which is: 

( 4. 4) 

are not all. needed. (cf. Table II). 

In the Figures 14c, 15c, 16c, 17c, 18c, 19c the line 

marked 1 repr~sents the function n(t), which is the density 

function of transit times for the non-diffusable tracer. 
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The line marked 2 represents the global density function of 

transit times for the diffusable tracer (d(t)). Line 3 rep-

resents the density function of transit times which is com-

men to both tracers (n1 (t)), or the density function of 

transit tJmcs in the bypdss circuit. Finally, l:t.ne lf rep-

resents the density function of transit time which is ex-

elusive for the di£fusable tracer (d2 (t)), or the density 

function of transit times for the tissue perfusion proper. 

The model implied here is of course that the three par-

allel netv10rks of intravascular components are in connection 

with three common parallel sets of extravascular compart-

ments. 

Although one-to-one mapping from the model to anatomical 

concepts may be attrabtive, some caution should be used. 

What one detects as a fairly simple function may be a for-

tuitous combination of many undiscernable complicated func-

tions. The test for the adequacy of the model should not be 

so much its anatomical correspondence, but its predictive 

value in functional determinations. However, the model 

should not be antithetic to every realistic anatomical con

sideration. 

Thus, since the functional form used to analyze the 

"corrected" data introduces some implicit assumptions, in 

what follows we will try to show how they are not contradic

ted by generally accepted anatomical and physiological con

siderations. 

The interpretation of the exponential fit for n(t) has 

I 
I 

. i 
! 

-1 
I 

i 
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The figures marked "numeral a" represent the data 

points (crosses) and fitting function (including the recir-
.... · 

culation component).Q(n(t) + n(t)*r(t)) from the intraarter

ial eemTc colloidinjections. The lower line represents the 

recirculation component Q(n(t)*r(t)). The figures marked 

"numeral b11 represent the same for the intraarterial 133Xe..; 

non injections. Note how the recirculation factor 

Q(d(t)*r(t)) is smaller, and sometimes not shown because it 

is·off scale. The figures marked "numeral c" represent the 

"corrected" data points from n(t) as circles, and d(t) as 

crosses. Line 1 is the best fit for ~(t) using the function-

al form corresponding to the model. Line 2 is d( t). Line 3 

is the best fit for (1-a)n1(t). Line 4 is the best fit for 

ad2(t). 
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Figure 14b 
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Figure 15a 
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Figure 19a 
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already be~n discussed. 

The main point of our derivatibn lies in the 6onc~rrent 

fit of n(t) and d(t), so that· 

n(t) = (l-a.)n1 (t) + a.n2 (t). 

d(t) = (1-a.)n1 (t) + a.d2 (t) 

Assuming that n(t) represents the density function of trans

it times. through three parallel sets of t\'>IO compartments in 

series, the splitting into (l-a.)n1 (t) and a.n2 (t) may be due 

to duplication of each of the sets, getting each respective

ly a fraction li and (1-li) of the flow. This is the paral

lel bypass network hypothesis, .and is the model represented 

in Fig~ 8. In this model there is no permeability in the 

bypass net\'iork, and no diffusion limitation· in the exchange 

net\"lorks. 

But this exact reduplication of the fractional turnover 

rates in the bypass and exchange circuits is unlikely, un

less one does indeed accept that the two compartments in 

series correspond to the large arteries and veins. The dup

lication would then be at the capillary level, where the 

residency time is too short to influence the global transit 

times (see legend of Fig. 5). In that case the independency 

of d2 (t) from n2 (t) follows, as demonstrated in Chapter II, 

Section 3, because for all practical purposes the extravas

cular compartments are in series with the intravascular ones, 

with transit times relatively large compared to the transit 

times within the vascular compartments. 

One has then to explain why.in the expression of d2 (t) 
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one uses terms such as 

A.(e-ait -e-bit) 
1. 

which implicitly assume two extravascular compartments in 

series. However, the term e-bit, responsible for the ascen

ding pa.:.:.\t of ct2 ( t) may be not more than a carryover from the 

intravascular pools. The data.resolution however does not 

allow us to ascertain that d2 (t) could be better fitted by 

3 I {1-'Yi)Ai(e-ait -e-bit) *e-kJt 

l. 

Alternatively, one could assume diffusion limitation in 

the three parallel sets, so that only the fraction (1-ri) in 

each of the sets diffuses into the extravascular compar~ment. 

The analyt~cal form of d2 ( t) could be the same as in 

the previous case •. The physiological implications are very 

differerit. The choice of Xenon as the diffusable tracer de-

creases the likelihood of any important diffusion limitation 

factor. On the other hand, in this case the exact redupli

cation of the slopes in n1(t) and n2 (t) is immediately ex

plained, since physically the non-diffusable tracer is not 

divided between different paths. 

A certain amount of diffusion limitation can be expec

.ted on theoretical grounds when the density of the exchange 

vessels is low~ and thus, this modality of "function~l by

pass" should no~ be immediately rejected as possibly existing 

in muscles. 

\ 
) 
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Section 3. The model parameters 

Table I gives the values for ( 1-a), tn, tln' t 2d, and 

td in 10 different determinations. 

Experiments 3 to 7 were pe~formed on different dogs, 

without treatment. Experiments 9 and 10, 11 and 12 are on 

the same dogs, respectively before and during adrenalin in

fusion ( 1 Jlg/kg/min) . 

The parameters are 

( 1-a) the bypass fraction of flow 

tn the mean transit time for the non-diffusable tracer 

td the mean transit time for the diffusable tracer 

tln the mean transit time in the bypass circuit 

t2d the mean transit time for the tissue pe~fusion. 

Interpretation of those values should be made in the 

light of the foll?wing: 

In one ancillary experiment Krypton-elm (Yano, 1970) 

was injected in the femoral artery of a dog placed under the 

gamma camera. .The injection· was repeated during an adrenalin 

infusion ( 1 Jlg/kg/min) ~ The 80 lens camera pictures (taken 

at 0.2 min intervals) are shown in Fig. 20. 

The striking fact is the redistribution of flow from 

the paw to the muscle. In his experiments C. T. Schmidt 

finds the same ~henomenon, detected with microspheres. 

However, there is some striking individual variation in 

. dogs. Once in a while the flow, as detected by microspheres, 

to the paw is lower, even be.fore adrenal in, while the bypass 

is lower. 
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Fig. 20. · This figure shows the distribution of 81mKr in the 

leg of a dog, after a short intraarterial infusion, before 

(a) and during (b) adrenalin infusion. The pictures were 

taken with the gamma camera and an 80 lens photographic cam

era. Shown here from left to right, top to bottom, in Fig. 

20a and b are the pictures taken at 10, 20, 30, 40, 110, 120, 

130, 140, 210, 220, 230, and 240 seconds. The redistribution 

of flow is manifest. 
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Figure 20a 

Figure 20b 
XBB 728-4134 
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C. T. Schmidt finds, as Lopez-Magano (1969) does, a 

large individual variation in bypass fraction. In general, 

the bypass tends to be lower when the relative flow to the 

paw is lower. 

In ··our experiments it appears also that in general when 

the bypass fraction is high, (and the flow to the paw sup

posedly high), t 2d is small •. The inverse is also true. Hm'i'

ever, in the two cases where ~drenalin is infused, the ef

fect depends on the pretreatment condition. 

In case 9, and 10, adrenalin decreases the bypass frac

tion (.24 to .07), but t 2d goes from 14 to 88 minutes. 

In cases 11 and 12, the bypass fraction which was al

r~ady low, remains essentially unchanged, while the origi

nally long tissue perfusiori transit time decreases • 

. Since the aim of this study was to demonstrate.the 

fea'sibilt ty of the method, rather than to apply it, the rea

son ~or the individual variations in pretreatment condttions 

was not investigated. However, the following can .be derived: 

(1) When bypass is evaluated by means of microspheres 

(C. T. Schmidt1, thts amount of adrenalin reduces the by

pass, sometimes, to zero. But this is structural bypass, 

not functional, depending exclusively on the diameter of the 

vessels. 

As we n~ted before, if diffusion limitation is to be 

expected, it will be in the muscle, with the low capillary 

density. Hence, the probability to detect functional bypass 

when flow is shifted to the muscles increases. 
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Table I 

Experiment t,· · "tln . td t2d n 
Number· min min min min 

3 .165 1.00 1.82 26.32 22.27 

4 .107 1.18 1.08 74.26 66.41 

5 -353 2-75 1.57 32.55 21.60 

6 .092 1.68 0.71 76.73 69.72 

9 .249 0.99 0.28 18.80 14.18 

10 .070 1.20 0.33 95-36 88.61 

11 .o66 0.79 0.81 59-31 55.40 

12 .116 1.62 1.73 38.99 34.63 

Bypass fraction, and the mean transit times fo~ the non-dif

fusable tracer (tn), the bypass circuit (t1n), the diffus

able tracer.(td) and the tissue perfusion component (t2d) in 

minutes. 
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(2) Dobson found that for sodium the turnover rate in

creased when adrenalin was infused. But his detector was 

localized over the muscle. Since in our method the turn

over in the whole limb is evaluated• a shift of flow from 

high tui;nover pools in the paw, to low turnover pools in the 

muscle, can result in a global decrease in .the turnover rate 

even if the turnover in the slow pool does .increase. 

(3) When the fractional flo0 to the paw was originally 

low, adrenalin cannot shift much more of the total flow to 

the slow muscle pool, and hence, the increase in turnover 

becomes apparent. 

(4) This is consistent with the observation that in low 

. bypass situations the pretreatment state is characterized by 

larger values for t2d• 

(5) Finally, it appears that the bypass fr~ction in 

general is small enough so· that the difference .bet\·teen t 2d 

.and td. becomes negligible, in view of the biological varia

tion. 

No special relationship was found between tn and t 1n, 

or either of those values and (1-a). 

Since in. COTT1partmental analysis individualization of 

the different compartments is important, we present in Table 

II the mean transit times for the different extravascular 

compartments. 

From this table it appears that individualization of 

the compartments is impossible. Although this is in appar

ent contradiction with Dobson's analysis, it was to be ex-



Table II 

Experiment # 3 4 5 6 9 10 11 12 

tl 4 24 9 9 15 41 49 12 

Comp.l fl .001 .109 .045 .204 .271 -377 .921 .412 

V1/V .000 .075 .014 .026 .217 .017 .769 .136 

t2 26 36 24 18 16 80 150 34 

Comp.2 f2 .989 .049 .129 .108 .499 .009 .033 -376 

. V2/V .982 .050 .098 .027 .430 .008 .084 .333 

t3 48 70 34 105 28 151 190 97 

Gomp.3 f3 .010 .843 .826 .687 .230 .614 .046 .212 

VyV .018 .875 .888 .947 -352 .• 975 .146 .• 531 

In this table the compartment pairs for the tissue perfusion 

components are numbered in increasing order of transit times. 

t 1 is the mean transit time in each compartment pair (in 

minutes)~ f 1 the fraction of the flow going to each parallel 

set, and v1;v the fraction of the total volume in each of 

the.sets. 

., 
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pected. 

Although Dobson perceives shift in f~actional flow, th~ 

field of the detector is mainly muscle, and in this way he 

detects only part of the system.we do. Within the muscie, 

which is what he mainly sees, the number of compartments may 

be smaller, and better individualized than through the whole 

limb. 

-· However, in our case, as in the final analysis in his, 

the choice of the number of compartments is empirical. AI-

lo~ing for Some model bias, the good fit may be fortuitous. 

It is indeed not difficult to see how 

N 
~ Ai e-ait may be satisfactorily fitted.by 
1 

M 
Z Bi e-bit where M < N 
1 

in cases where random error may cover the bias (see Appendix 

A) • 

MacroScopic heterogeneity was demonstrated already. 

Considering Olson's experiments where closing and opening· of 

capillary beds was strongly suggested, microscopic hetero-

geneity is very likely. 

At this point the model should then be re-examined. Al-

though there are reasons to be reluctant about using compart-

mental analysis, the use of the fitting functions 
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and 

assumes the following: 

(l) Although microscopic heterogeneity does exist the 

intravascular pools behave as three parallel pairs of two 

compa~tments in series. 

None of those compartments is specifically localized 

either in the paw or the muscle. When adrenalin is infused, 

there is redistribution of flm'l between the compartments, 

but also redistribution of the compartments between pal'l 

(skin, bone) and muscle. 

(2) Each of those compartment pairs represents in part 

a fraction of the bypass circuit. 

(3) Using the equations from Chapter II, one expects 

the same fitting equation for the nutritive flow, whether 

the tissue compartments are in series with, or simply an en

largement of the intravascular pools. 

The way the data were fitted, the six components (3 

pairs in parallel of two compartments in series) may be al

located in different fractions to the different intravascu-

lar pools. 

(4) Howeveri although no specific location within the 

organ is given to any of the extravascular compartments, ev

idence was presented suggesting that slow turnover rates 

were preferentially situated in the muscle. 
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CONCLUSION 

In this work we were able to present a method allowing 

one to determine the density function of transit times for 

intraarterially injected tracers. Methodologically the main 

probleJ,J..3 were the recirculation correction and the geometry 

factor. We did show how one can, by locating the detector 

~over the efferent vein collect data which are not influ-

enced by time dependent geometrical redistribution within 

the studied organ. The double injection method for recircu-

lation correction, using an empirical smoothing function·on 

the arterial injection data, gave satisf~ctory results. 

We were able to derive theoretically the conditions 

needed to describe the density fractions of transit time.s 

for diff~sable and non-diffusable tracers, in a manner al~ 

lowing one to determine the necessary.circulation parameters 

without undue reliance on any unique circulation model. 

our 11 generalized 11 model allowed us to define the circu-

lation in terms of bypass and tissue perfusion parameters. 

The values obtained for those parameters before and 

during 11 treatment" were consistent with observations made in 

other experiments. 

However, the globality of the method, vs the marked het

erogeneity of the limb, led to a relatively poor sensitivity 

to changes. 
I 

Although we were able to see changes during 

treatment, the changes we did see were smaller th~n the 

changes expected at different places at the local level. 

This is due to the fact that the global changes are the alge-
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braic vreighted sum of local changes. 

Increasing the spatial resolution of the detecting de

vice solves this problem to some extent~ In previous work 

(Goris, 1969; DeRoo, 1968, 1969) that ·approach was taken for 

other physiological systems. 

However, information about the bypass is gathered dur

ing a short time immediately after injection. At that time 

local detection, even with high spatial resolution, does not 

allow one to distinguish the fraction of tra6er which is 

being carried to and from distal tissue elements, from the 

fraction of flow proper to the small region one detects. 

However, when one considers h0\'1' the output function, 

d(t), is exclusively due to tissue perfusion, d2 (t), only 

from about five minutes after injection, an improvement of 

the method suggests itself. 

Since, at the time, when most of the activity in the 

organ is due to trqcers present in the tissue pools, the 

changes as a function of time are low, some information 

could be gained using high spatial resolution, and low time 

resolution detection, as one would have with the gamma camera. 

To conclude then, we did achieve the aims of this stud~ 

The method has features allowing us to determine parameters 

of the peripheral circulation which cannot easily be deter

mined by any other method. The geometry independency, the 

recirculation correction independent of paired organs, al

lows us to apply it in extreme pathological cases, and to 

unpaired organs. 
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Appendix A 

The .selection of a model and the effect of noise on parame

ter estimation 

The use and defipition of models wa~ systematically re

viewed ty Berman (1963): If the aim of the model is simply 

to be descriptive~ all one needs is a mathematical function 

which adequate+y p~edicts the observed values. In this 

'"mathematical 1' model non-uniqueness of the parameter values 

does not matter. 

A special kind of mathematical model is the "transfer 

function" model. Usually both input and output are specified 

or 6bserved, and the transfer function is derived. The cri

terion for success is not uniqueness, but the possibility of 

deconvoluting the transfer function from the input and out

put functions. 

The "physical" models are defined as follows: If the 

functions used are the solution of a set of differential e

quations, the coefficients of those equations represent phys

ical entities of the system under study. This model is 

solved to the extent that the solution is unique for all the 

individual parameters. The pro~lem is, in general, not only 

uniqu~ne~s but consistency or lack of model bias. The choice 

of the model may be based on independent observations, or on 

the data themselves. 

Finally, there is the type of model, which may be of the 

mathematical or the physical kind, but is so chosen that 

"treatment" consistently influences a restricted number of 



parameters. 

In the body of this work the different types of models 

were used. Manifestly the smoothing and recirculation cor
r 

rection operations are an application of the "mathematical" 

model of the "transfer function" kind. 
I 

Hence, although good fit is a prerequisite, uniqueness 

is not. The problem one faces is not to determine the indi-

'Vidua1 parameter values, but to estimate at which point·the 

function fits the data well and fitting to noise starts. In 

this kind of problem the noise cannot be titted, sihce, un

like th~ data without noise, it. has no real convolution fac-

tor. 

The analysis on the corrected data, derived from the 

preceding, has different aspects. If the only parameter de

fined is the mean transit time (f), on data collected over 

the entire time interval of h(t), one could with minimal er

ror determine t numerically, or from a smoothing function, 

even if its individual parameters are not unique. The fit

ting would then have been strictly mathematical, and the mean 

transit time is in essence a directly observed physical en~ 

tity. 

In practice~ however, since one did nbt collect data 

over the whole time interval iri which h(t) exists (and is not 

zero), the functional form used to fit h(t) influences the 

extrapolation which is implicitly performed outside of the 

empirical time interval. 

The choice of one t~e of a function (1n our case· a sum 
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of e~ponentials) is influenced by physical characteristics 

assumed or independently observed, about the system. 

In our case we can assume that the diffusable tracer 

will be well mixed by the end of the experiment, and that 

from then on the amount leaving the system will be simply re

lated to the amount present. 

Therefore. even the most global definition of a mean 

transit time from a "well fitted 11 function is to some extent 

physical modelingo 

But in the integral approach the physical assumptions 

are kept to a minimum. The number of parameters related to 

physical entities are restricted. They are the bypass frac

tion and the mean transit times for both tracers in both 

pathways. 

Except for the extrapolation those parameters could be 

derived from any functional form for a fitting function, with 

the understanding that some additional assumption had to be 

made regarding the splitting of n(t) into n1{t) and n2 (t). 

(In our data however n1(t) represented most of the activity 

at the early times, and little error of consequence can be 

made in its estimation). 

Besides that, this restricted number of parameters was 

found to change under "treatment 11 in a fashion expected from 

independent measurements and models. 

One cannot, ·however, feel very confident about the im

plicit extrapolation present in the integral method in view 

of Strehlow's (1971) observations on the fitting by different 



functional forms. He shows, .i.e. how y1 = e-t + ye-t/2 and 

y2 = 4.89 e-t/1.699 + 0.094 do overlap up to at least t = 5, 

but then start to diverge. 

The integral approach has an error which is more in-

fluenced by the curtailing of the data collection than by 
• 

error in the individual data points (Zierler 1964). But if 

the fitting function is a sum of exponentials, the error in 

the tail will be influenced by the error in the estimation 

of the smallest rate constants. The problem here is the same 

as in strict compartmental analysis. 

Compartmental analysis should not be performed without 

investigating the influences of noise and data truncation on 

the parameter estimp.tion error, since the compartmental mod-

el is strictly a physical model. However, it is not possible 

to define the order of the model solely on the basis of the 

data, since. for ainy model compatible with the data there are 

degenerate models of higher order compatible with the data. 

One can of course assume that the physical model has the 

lowest order compatible with the data. Callahan and Pizer 

(1966) did use a modified Fourier transform, in the presence 

of noise and on data of short time duration (relative to the 

interval of the function). It proved to be necessary to ex

trapolate the data. The method works rather well when the 

slopes are well separated, and the noise level low. But the 

noise in the data provokes ripples in the spectrum which 

could be confused with peaks of low amplitude. 

Myhill, Wadsworth and Brownell (1965) :!nvestigated the 
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effect of noise on the parameter estimation using a linear 

operator on a sum of two exponentials. In this case the mod

el is defined before the data analysis. Still, with an er

ror of only 2% in the data (which is a high level of pre

cision in most biological tracer experiments) the accuracy 

in the rate constants determination was 15% of the true val

ue when they differed by a factor of at least two. The same 

accuracy was obtained with 16% error in the data if the rate 

constants differed by a factor of at least six. The data 

cut-off had to be so that the last data point was 5% of the 

first one to separate rate constants differing by a factor of 

two with a data error of 2%. 

Glass ~nd Garreta (1967) did error analysis on biologi

cal data assumed to follow a sum of two exponentials, and 

found errors ranging from 5% and 13% in brain blood flow to 

25% in bone formation. However in those cases model bias is 

no~ independently estimated. 

The effect of data error was again investigated by My

hill (1967). The data set is of good quality, ranging from 

100% at t = 0 to 5% at the end of the collection period. The 

model is simple: two exponentials. Parameter estimation was 

performed by a Gaussian iterative technique. 

· With a rate constant ratio of at least four, the tech

nique converged for data errors of 5% or less. The calcula

ted error in the rate constants ranged from 2 to 85%, and in 

the amplitude from 1 to 50%, for data error between 0.5 and 

10%. The lesser rate constaQt and amplitude had the greatest 

..... -



* error. 

We found in our corrected data that the average data 

error (estimated from the least square) is 10%. In the 

case of the tissue perfusion fraction of the diffusable 

tracer, the total number of exponentials is.· six. However, 

since they are paired as Ai(e-ait -e-bit) with bi >> ai' 

(-e-bit is used exclusively to allow the function to rise), 

the mean transit times in each of the compartment series is 

approximately lJat· Hence in our case we are in a situa

tion c;lose to a three exponential fitting. 

From the result.s it appears that in most cases the 

number of parall~l sets of compartments assumed in the mod

el is too large. As an example in experiment 3, 98.9% of 

the flow goes to a compartment series which comprehends 

98.2% of the total volume. In experiment 4, we find re

spectively 83.4% and 87.5%; in experiment 11, respectively 

92.1% and 76.9%. 

one would expect then, from the preceding, that the 

error in thees.timation of the different parameters would 

be large. This is supported by the fact that the effect of 

the treatment cannot be estimated on the individual param-

eters. 

*While these pages are written, Joel swartz is finishing a 

Ph.D. thesis (u.c. Berkeley, Dept. of Medical Physics) ·in 

which a theory and algorithms permitting an estimation of 

the error bounds of the parameters as a function of the 

noise of the data, are presented. 



To conclude then, we were well inspired not to base 

the method on strict compartmental analysis. Unless the 

noise is decreased. one cannot expect to uniquely define the·· 

parameters of a complex physical system. 

.. 
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Appendix B 

The Algorithms 

The different algorithms used are shown in the following 

pages. Grouping and cross-talk correction is performed on 

the PDP-12 computer; the language is FOCAL-12. The algor

ithm for the recirculation correction is the same for Xenon 

and colloid 1 with the exception of the function F(Z) • 
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100 t:"t)P.,..t,T Ill, I 
"t~)l FOR""'U 16F"l?.71 
,11, C"I")D<~~.t,T I F7, ,, 
]J"\ F.JR14ATI2F7.hl2tF7,11 
"\J• FOR"1AT I•J -:~;.TJ'1ATF'I VO.L~IF.S o)l:" x•1 

-.n~ j:",o""r c• •• ~'"'"•7' 
3ll6 FORMU 1•0 C·1"1PIJT~O VALli'" C..• I 
lJ7 FOR..,..t,T IIXt • J IS ."'!•I 
1.1~ FOQ..,.o\t I?F'?,ll,'J 
"\OQ I:"QQ..,.ATI• ••lj:~}J,1,• ••2Fl·"l·'' 
'Hl FOR"''AT I••> I~ITIA.L FUNCTI.J,.. VALtJF:: "'' E20,l..Jl 
111 FOR'-t6.TI2A.l•JI 
1llt F."\.l<~~UI-.AI:JJ 

"~ I:"I")ClOoiAT p:I,,•}J 

1111 FOR"''"T 11~1 I 
tiJOI FOR114.1Tt•qyo.,c;s F~.v:r 10N••F\It,61 
1002 FOR .... Tc•c;t.·JCIF 4r\A.PT0R '•2t="l4.td 
1 'l\Jl t="QR.,.._Tf •Ct)F:FFlCtf:~rs ••lF 14•6 I 
IO.:IIt FORN.UI••RGllloi£,_.T.F"RAC110·'11 ••1~~.~1 
100~ ~OR"~.t,TI•Sa.OP~~ '•2~14,61 
l·,nt\ FI')R"o1Afl'o\l"'o\PT!:") R.t,(.ll;'",Rr)!l~·l ••F"lJ.•'h•CPo'l•l 
tJJ7 FJR·~-.rcu;:l(P~'llo'IF.'If 1\ld:•"iF"~ ••IE-' 
t.')OA FOR""'Afl• •,F"tr,,t\1 

(,"(l(:r'l, 

'i"ll•n. 
SV•()• 
sxv .. o. 
"', 111!')1) 1:•1•1·1 
J= IP-1(+1 
'iX=<;ll.+fll.ll 
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t;y • C\'f'•A.L .,H'd Y I J I I 

Sll. •C.. II. ... 1' li.J I • •:> 
S I. Y • '1 )( 1 + T ll J I • ALI)(, I 'i I J I I 

8J'J co,. r 1 ~tJF.: 
x111 •ltJ.•s.:v-sx•S·r'J 11 tJ.•sxx-sx•SI(I 
Jl.l., I alroCI.':•Ill I 7 I I . 

DypG66 
SLOPEI71=1.111*1J.-i.l 
PTE.C:. T• '1((71 
oA:r-..r 1J2; orEsr 
I{ I Q I ,.l((.,. I •7 • 

X. I lll =ll.l71*~ •. 
SXK':: ). 
51:='1. 
'1Y="• 
sxv=,1· 
::>0 801 I{~ l ,,. ' 
Jatn-<+1 
'1''=C\Xt-f!lll 
SY•t.Y+A.I..OGIYIJII 
51t1(aSl(lt+TZIJ1*•2 
SX '( = S I( 'f • T l I J l *.4L0G I Y I J l I 

801 (l)"'&fl'tllj:' 
SL.VPE I-; I •I '- • ~ $1( '!'--~X* SY I It lte *SXX-Slt•SX I 
X I~ I =AR'11 SLOP€ I, 1/PAA:AI t,!l 

r;o ~t r ,. 1, "' 
;:tt IOC I I I • '(Ill 

I TALL•J 
;JJ. CO ... f!'t•JF: 

·I T4LL= I TALL+t 
FJ = FIZI 
PA:t'IIT .1\ l• F") 

~~-:-~IN"41NV VF .TdF. O~TI·•tll.4.1'loJI'\I 

1')0 78 l=t.""'· 
XI t I ::r.XX. f f I 

28 co...,rl.,.tle 
PRJ ""'T )I \l 

:B'RE"HERMANN '!;;) 

0~1t11 %ATl ON 

Ill 60~ IT M c 

PAPH 1\,., tTITLEIIC.Ie<.•l-SI 
.;:.qJ""'T ta·n. '-~qE'< 
:')..., '6 I(>:!\ to\ 
Si...JPf;IIC.I=Xfi(J*IJ.-1.1 •P.\"A.fi(J 

'It (n~TIOIIIJC" 
I"\~ .,, rt:s'1tl' 

SLOPF.I ( 1 =lCI <.J•IJ,-1. I 
21 CONT l:'llUF. 

l')l"t l J•l 'ro 
vr•"'• 
W:C•·1• 
1'\ltlr:"l(•\l 
,.,, , <.•1'·1"" 

'""'"l(iO '""I:" 1(-' 
~~;.nF I( •l'ot•lF"X-1 
IF I J-1 'll ', l•'+ 

"\ 'tC•'I'C •XIIU • If: XPI <:.LO·'Ef 1(.-INJ£.( I~ T ll J JI-EJI.PI SL,J,lt.l ,;.-.;.!)~X 1• 

6fll Jill 
c...J ·ro .., 

4 YC•YC•'< I <.J•JI. I I(•OJ• I Ex:. I SLJPE I .;,-JNilEM-1 'f Zf J JJ-E-.PI ;)\.. J?C.I ~-.<OEXI* 
· .«,T1 t J1 I I 

11:(:::-X.(+XI (.+"\I •1 (:c,,.1f SLOPF: I<- tN()~X+61 •T Zl JJJ-C')(.,I SL0,J~ i"--(I)I:X+61' J i1 J 
fJ I If . 

c; CONTI '\t:JE 
' ( . .,'1'1 "'ole" 

't(=Yr:•I(C 
'l'f.:XP I J I.:: 'I'( 
li[C'.(DI.JI :d.f'" 

WF"XPC·J I :'f("-'(f'" 
PRINT "\J'1~ T!IJh'I'IJJ,,C,.,€."P«Jit·~r'<PIJJ 
CONTIII&IIF" 
4LFA:".oll'"l(!)f "'11 I 
Ctq I 'liT I "11 • <\LF.\ 
PRINT 11)2, IXI!Itl-= 1•., I 
pq IN r I 1 i2, I X I I I, I.:: .1, to I 

(cont .1) 
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PQI~T l"''?• (l({fl•l;: .;, ' I 
~R I~~ r l ':J t !X:I!ltl= '• i I 
PRI'H tn.?, l X: I I I d = ,, 1 J J 

P~f'\IT !J.l?t I.( (f I,[:: ll•t n 
PRI'\If 1 I q, (XIfltl=l1tlq) 
PRI'H l:lJI)' 
~R r:n 1 '.IJ4, 
l' )'lA 'lAY::") • 

l'\1'1::"'1(:111 

f ~LJ;l€f I ltl=l•l2l 
lXI [hl~l~t211 

:)0 ·JJ:, 1<:.=16·1~ 

I 'I·"'!~ X"' T~"'~~."l<-1 
l(r'IC '( :z T 'lj')f""Y-1 

')lJ,-1'•lY::t'l 1·1'-~ f •:0: 1..;. 1 • C ··;L .. >='f=.: I<..-! N1'::X 1-c;t;.,JP!'"I '-"·Jt X I J 

tJ/1 ',t_.).:l C: I.;;,-< 1C: X I • SL .PE f . .:..-1 nr:x I I 

;JQ.J ~~ T 1 "''~I ')I 1'-'\4 '( 

OQ I \If 1111 
IFI fT-\LL-'·1·~1),~.i2•~•Jl 

...f:<;, 

.:,o T·1 'Jr1:1 

~ J 1 :J.\i r 1 '4' J~ 
) J -J·.· Y :: 1 -~ ) I, I I ~L F ~ • l J ;) ) , +f) ; '-1'1Y I 
Ai_t"l:.l.I_C'.\JI.')'!TAY 

_)0 9')6 <"=lbt?l 
X: (.()::X ( ( J •I)• J 1'-IY 

IT:: I r'l-+, 

:)Q 9·)7 J=ITtfD 

y;::_: X:~ f J l = f:;: )(PI J I •nu,~·~y 
x-=:x!:l I J I.: XO::'"(P I .J I •:'):J'~·.n• 

~~X~CJI=~~X:?fJl~~·J~~¥ 
~:n CO!Iol Tl "4!1,:::: 

PQ[•JT )'"11f, ~LF'o\ 

<;'( :11. ,. 

SY :,1, 
Sl( X '=.1• 
<;'(":"'), 

'')" )\A\ol'f: 1, 
n::sr:.1, 
J:O 
"'),., ~'1~ ~=t~tl'i 
.J=J·t-1 
L:J•2 
SX =Sl( +XI.( l*ll.ISLJPEIL-l)•H2-l,JSLiJ"EIL J*»2J 
SY :'OY +XI( l•lt.ISLJOJ=:il I -1,/:';L.JP~='IL-11 
SXX z<;l()( +ICI<.+11*1l,/.~LU~EIL+5J••2-le/5LJoJ((L+6J·H2i 
~X'!' "'";(( +X/1(.+31*11,/~L,Jt'EIL-+-61 -1,/SL·JPEIL+:;I I 

(co r.>t. !i) 

I'),J',."'''I'*l J ~'4Y'+l( I I( I* I 1,/<;LJ..:'!:I L-tJ••J.-1,/SLdPE I L I **11 .tl( I ,;,+b 1. 
fC:ST :rc-c;r +(fl( 1•'11.1SLJPEIL l -l,/SLJPEIL-11 t•l(f<•bl 

9:)8 CO~''HI·~:1-=: 

'1'(2qJJ:'lX/'lY 
Yl2'lll="'j:A"'V/TI='5T 
Y'l2~?l=;XX/SXY 

.VI 29ll: (:1'J."'',-tY+>:<lCI II TEST+Sl(YJ 
OQf"'T 1 )2), Yl21:;) 
~Q tIll f 1 'l? l t Y I 'C'll I 

Pq["'T l)'l.,, Y{?O?I 

;:IQ)'H 11.?~, V/2'131 

OQ(\Ir '''4 
O(J'H 11.?<; 
>10 ~:?) 1(.::: l '~ 
fi',j'"\C"l(;~ 

r =I(., 
Po\.l <'.I i< I =o\~S I <;LOP::'( I I +SLOPF: f I-ll I/ I SLOPE I I I •·5LOP·~ I f- l I 1 
PARAI<+11= XI(+121*15LOP~CI-ll-SL0P~(I I Ill 

6*SLOP::f I-tJ•<;L0°F:I I l I . 
~AR~I<+61:P41~/(l*P4qA/(+'JJ/YC2?QJ 

PR-INT 1126, r·~,)::'(,r>4RA/1Cit~ARAIK•3t,Po\RAIK+6l 
92J CO·'H t 'HJ~ 

:Jq 1 ... 1 r 'o J., 

l')f"'\ o'l IC-=4 .~ 
1-'>~0tx.a<.-l 

fal(•' 
P o\•~A It.. I ::r:'A,qS I <;LO;JF: I I I +SLJP.E I 1-11 1/ I SLOPE I t I *SLOPE I 1-11 1 
PARAf(+11.::r: X 11(+12 I •1 :;L;')P~ f 1-11-SL·)Pf:l 1 I J/111.-ALF.A l*l ')00. 

6•<;Lt)P~ff-li""~L.JP~fiiJ 
PAR.AI<+6l=~ARAf(J*?ARAI<+litYC2~21 
PRI~T 1n'~• t~O~x,PARAfi(I•~ARAII(+li,~ARAI(+61 
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Q'l ;""f")~TT\IliJ=' 

PRI~T 1'128 
n!"l ~'? I(= 1 •, 
T o.Jr'\!=".'1(: lo." 

. r =I(., 

-_Bypo~6 
(con+-. ?S) 

o~·;, I C l q·J~I SLJP:O:ill+SLOPE 11-lll/l ~LJP:O: lll•SLJPEII-111 
~4RAI~+31•XI<•ldl 0 XI!<+l21°15LO~EI 1-ll-SLJ~EI-1 ll/1 ;.LFA• " iJOO, 

6•SV"IP~11-l l*c;L')'='~I T J I 
PARAI<+6l=PA~AI<I•P·~~I(+]I/YI21ll 
PRI~T 1126• INOEXo~ARAI()o~AR41'+JioP~~41(+6l 

Cfl~T l~'l" 
Pq l -.jJ 1111 

1020 I"J?.,.ATi•:lE_A.~ T~A'~SIT TI'~O: FOR INTRAVASCULAR 
l::l21 FORMAII•~~A· TRANSIT T!~~ FOR 5Y~A55 
1J22 F::J~'-1ATi•'IEMl iRA:lSIT T!t~E FOR PElF'JSiv-~ 
!02J FOR,.ATI•~EA, T~AIIISIT T!"E FO~ TOTAL ~IFF 
!024 F::J~MATI• CJ~PARTI~ENT~L ~~ALYSISI•I 
102~ .FJR~ATi• I~TRAVASCUL•R•l 

••Fl5,6,•Mt~~TE5~J 

••Fl5,bt*MlNJfES*J 
••Fl5,6t•:~t~0TES*J 

*•Fl5,6•*~(~·JTES•) 

1026 FOR~ATI*CJ~P ~R•oi3•*~E4N T~NST T •,FlJ,J,•MIIII FRACT FLO~•, 
6F6,lt» FQCT V~L ••F6,1J 

!027 FJR~ATI• TISSJO: P"RFJSIO~•I 
1~'8 ~OR~~Ti• ~yp~;S •1 

)(I 'I='", 
XXIII qLJGIJil6~0.1 
~XIZI•ALOG!OiOo!l 
CALL PLOTilo~o2o2oXoXXoXLA~•YL.6oTITLEI 
l( (~I ='1• . 
U Ill • ALOG 1 J I 1 J:.>J, I 
XXI21•AL0GlJilOOJ,) 
t:4LI. ((q(l~ 
CALL PLOTilo2olo2iXoXXo~LANKo~LAIIIKo6LANKJ 
XXIll•AL!JG.lJil·J•),J 
XXIll•ALOG!O~!OO,I 
CALL Pt.OTI 1•2•\.•Z•XoXX,qLA~K.~I.ANKo~I.ANKJ 
XXI li•AII.OGl'll (J,) 
XXI2i=AIL0GlJilJ.I 
CAI.L Pt.OTil•?.•l•2•XoXXo~I.AIIIIKo~LAINKo~LAIII!<I 
XXIl1~4L0GlJI\,) 

XXI ~1=4L'J<;l1ilol 
C4LL PLOTil•'•l.•2•~•~X.~L~~~·~L4~(,qLAN~I 
1')0 ?"1 J:t,fO 
t~IYCJI-).j?~•2~•Z? 

2~ YIJI:O,.))Jl 
22 YIJI•AL~GtJIYIJII 

IFfY~XD(JI-J.I2lt21,24 
21 YE~Dfj):ry.QQ"')1 

24 VEXP(JI•AL0'>1)1YcXPIJIJ 
I r: ( X~)( o ( .J I- ) • ., 91 1 t 91 1 • '1 12 

9\1 ~C~O( J):1.Q)t 

912 X~X~IJl•A1.0GlJIX 0 XPIJIJ 
lFIWoXPIJ!-0,)913o9lJo9l4 

91• ~!XPIJ):,,11t 
914 ~EXPIJI•ALOG!li~EXPIJIJ 

ZO CONTI~UE 
CAI.L PLOTilo~o2o!PoTloYo~LANKo~LA~KoCURVJ 
CALL PLJTI!o~ololOoTZoYEXP,BLA~(,~LA~KoCURVI 
DO 915 J•:T,f;> 
VIJ-iT+li•Y"~PIJJ 
TZIJ-IT+li•T71JI 

ql~ ro~.r'~"r: 
l'l•IP-IT 
C4LL -PL')Til•'•lofD,TZoYoqLANK,SLANK,CURVJ 

.!')() 'll)q J=JT, JO 
·YI.J-IT+l)•XqPIJ) 

909 COI'H I N'J" 
CALL ;:>LJTil•~•l•IO•fl•Y•"L4NKt~L6.NI(•(t.J~VI 
00 t)l") j::l'ff•f::» 
YfJ-Tf•li=~~~Pijl 

ql•) CONTI'~IIF: 

(ALL PL~)fll•?•l• IOtTZtYtqL4NKtqLANICt(IJRVI 
CAtL en=-:~' 
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btR<>L);.>C::tX\•) 

):J -l) (::.1 ,4.J 
IF I I( I.{ I -·"1. J J ) ) ) 11 I q 1 • Q') I Q) 

.:)1 X I I( I= 1,·11 •J 111 
~J r::J~ r t '4 ,.= . 

t~t rnv-ll4Jt,.:.1),4D2 
4;~2 [FI ff.~Y-1.)1,,;c.,,4--;},l.~'i 

1..)·) I '"I '"I; I~ T 1P 

I r'l~=! ,::~ 

")r) 4 "'~ "=., .... 
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X I(+:) I: (I( t l( +'1 I 

l( I I(+? 1 I ;l( '(I(+? l I 
I{ I < o- ~ ) I =X"( I " + 3 J I 

.. J/3 (')\j r 1 '11'1" 

'i') T') ttl~ 

4Cl I 1)0= l 
I')'\: I<: T"':;) 

1):) 419 '< =" tl, 
1((1(\:l('t(l(l 

(I ( .. :;I ::I( I( I I(.,~ I 
l(((•'}l:;('(((+?ll 

X ( (+l) I::. ('(I I( • ,,J I 

40q (0/'.l T I ~:J':: 

I "'1= 1 

I ~A= I:::. 

'11'"1 A•') If~\ l t 1 It 

fF(l((l( J-l,,)l·l~lo82o82 

1\ i XII( I: 1,11 I 
':12 (F'IXI<.+?i 1-1. IIHo0JJt8J 
1n '<t.:•'\1::\. 
8J CO~T P~•!E 

iF I x: 1.:.) 1-.),Jr, 193,:;?-.•92 
~~ .(I 4•1 I= l. I 'i ' 

C'l'~T I \1.1~ 
l F I X: I 4 1 l -X "l() I cl6, d6 • 8 7 

87 .(I 41 I ~x'i<J 
86 tFI·'<.I4ll-"le11~9tti9•9Q 

"" )( ( 41 1 =1 .l 
dq CO 'liT f'i•JE 

~)( =·1. 
5'1' . = ). 

;,.c,,.., T!. I J I • •.' t ;, ... .c. 

:,'f: (A.L•JGIYIJI-'(14111-A.L;J•jlflfJ)II +S't 
:JX:Y=I·'LO;,n;l J1 ~.C.I4ll 1-ALO:iiTZIJIIJ*TliJI +').(Y 

l.') CO~T I ~'1': 
x 1 1~ 1 = 11 ·>. •sxr-~x•S'fllt SXI(•lo.-sx•c:.x 1 

'(flO I= &1\<:.fl(ll Q ll 
"., 4~"~ ( =l ,,.,. 
·iFIXC.< J-0. l4lt4lt4V 

.41 )(I():), 1 

40 r"t')'t" ""~ 
•1() 61) I(=~ • .c..? 
o)O 16 L"' 11 t 1 Q 

IFI l(fl J-P&.R4f(i t 16•17•16 
17 X:I·Lt=',•'HOAR.tl.l(l 
1~ C,~TI~!Ie 

DO b'i L=P•4J 
IFf XIL 1-P&.R41 <116<;•~6•it'tt 

l,f) X(Liar'J,Q•O.Q,OQ.((l 

6S CO""'T l.._.•JF.: 
")t) ?l ( = ~"'. 2? 

SIJ\1::1. 

'"H) fl\ (:J,)l 

<)IJ ·~;: <;•!"'' + ~ I (-+, 1 I I ( I 0:.. + ~ V 1 

S•J,oi:<;·J~•X:Il. I •tl,
,1 co~ r JN•Ij:' 

t~LO:.lH- >.11M, ffi,tlli 
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II I < +Q I * f ll I:-; fA~ f I I /ll I < t ~ I 
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1,8 tFI 0:. 1 1'~-1 .l~-.l•A~.1·l 

1 l c0~ r 1 \j 11-:" 

n'1 .~,., ~'= .,., ..... 

;( (I(.~ X. 1 I(. 
l( ( (.,..' l I ~ )( ( ( + 'l l ·) I ~tJ\1 

bZ CONTI '<·J'O 
I,Q C·1'1T I 'I'" 

l'")') ·C,f")!) '( =, '~ 
C1!FI<I=IIK+il•i1Co)ll 

/t;,IJM 

( JE F I .~··'II =X I (. • V I • X I ~ + l 1 I 
;00 (·1'l T n.JF . 

V":='l• 
nn 4? <. = 1 o1 ~ 
IFC'(--))).4,24,25 

.'4 L I= l 'l 
TEST= I~ I K+L II•Tlii.~UQT 1-\ oi/XI OC:+L II 
r,o Ti') 'h 

'C. Lf:?7 
fC':; T: ""'\ • 

Zb C1'11Tl'l'l'C 
fC•YC~CJ~FIOC:I*iZIIS14~TI•fXPII~o-IIK+Llll*fll 15T4-fll 

6-CJ.<'"I(I*TEST*~Xi>ll Jo-XIC+U II*TZI!Sf4.lTII 
4' Cl'l'IT I 'II'J" 

JF(Y(-).J-?7•07,].7 
).1 (:)r.jT I '<U" 

J'J·I'·1Y= 1.1•.1 fiiST~·~II-J(I4111/YC 
JFI Xili-:)'F·'~"v 14l,'+4•44 

4., X I 11 = 1 l'"I~'.1Y 

<.4 ~'J.~"Y•\.! 0 1 fiiSTA~TI-XI'>\ lilY( 
1~.1 X.lll-') )M"'V' )~f"4/)•4lj 

4C:. '(' 1 I :1"1' !'A\IY 

46 (:)>;[ 1"·1 ·~ 

o7 c1:n1 '·'" 
Sd.,.~ 1. 
""' , '-: r~.,. y:-.," 
vc~ >. 

10 ' I(~ 1 '1 q 
f~(V-~1'11•':\1,1' 

31 Ll•iJ • 
TEST= I X(.'C.,.+Lf 1 • Tll l.ST'\;(T J-1. t/X((+LI I 

';I") "" ,, 

'' Lfa7? 
TF.S T • J • 

J3 CONTI·'I•.JF 
f(•YC•CJ~FIKl*TliJI*!XPIIJ.-XI~+LI lr*TZIJI I 

6-c:J~FI<I•TF.ST•O:Xi>IIJo-XI<.+LIII*TZIJII . 
2 CO'iT IN:JE 
?U""Y=TZIJI~T·O~T 
Jr:"(TliJI-·j.)'\•5•"' 

) •1'.J..,~Y'=1".1'""\IY' /T!.. (.I I 
5 REC=EX~IEXi>)>)U""fllllo+EX"IExi>O•Jti"'•~YII 
D~~~Y=A~SITZIJI-f~CRTI•I1o-lol 

xr:=,. 
I)Q· b <.=1•'•2 
1)Q o L=\.t8 
IFIL->17?•72•71 

7 ~ Ll='" 
TE 5 T = I XI~ •L I 1 • T ll IS T oi.H 1-1 • II X I L +L I I 
GO TO 74 

T~c;.T~I"'\• 

74 (1)1\Cfl'i•OF 
XC•XC+XI\I*CO!FILI•?A~AI~I•XI2~1JP4RAI~+II* 

6ft:X.>I,):O·"'.~Y•PA.l41k•lll 
l\-F.XD(')'I'•P-4Y1t"l(fl+LI II 
6+TE~ T•t X I L+L I 1-P•ilAI <+U I*EXP( I)U:oi·"'Y•X I l+~lll 
6-TESPI XIL+LII-?.\RAI(•! 11°EX?i&>U·~~PP4~AfJ<+ll I 
6•EXPI:'J•H.~Y*Xfl+LI IJ>'J..J~:~v•I.Xfl+LIJ-;>4~A(I{+ll II 
6/1 I X I L•L I 1-P •R41 Koll I *II f ~+l I 1-;>AIHI .<+111 I 

6 COr.jT fr.jtl! 
XC•X<:•RtC 
XC•XC•X f 4(1 
Vt:=vr: .. x 1 1 1 
SU~•SU"'+IIXC+YC-ffJI 1/YIJI 1**2 
(Qr.jfiN'lF 
F : l:.'ht 
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F(Z) for 
F'U'II(TfO'II ~Ill 
C0"41.40N l( I tJ J l tl'llo I P, 'f I J''1 I • T l! ~111 t TL•V::.o TNJRT ,~l(pJ,,=.A ~4. 16 I .-:0::F C .?0 I 

6 t PL 1 ... 1 T t J 5 TA.~ T • I 5 TOP t X l( It UO It IT~ l't Q': T 
6tRSL'JPE,l('ll0 

IF' I !TFh-li4J1,4·11 t41? 
402 fC"f rrqy_.,,l.t~'io4"~lo4(l<; 
4'JO CONTINUE 

ff)()zrl 

ff)A: I P 

·"'i') T'"l 416 

4tJl CONT fi'>IJE 
I DO= I 5 TOP 
I11A" I P 

1")0 4'l1 .'(=J tl q 
X IK. l ::)()(I K) 

l({(+~l ):l(l((l(•~ll 

407 (:)NTI'ItJE 
GO ID 4J6 

~OS CONT! 'Wf: 
(')0'01 

I '1A.:! o 
"):) 4-J.~ r_.,,~J •. ;; 
X((J.II11•(1(J 

(f.Q~ C0"'il I"'' 1::: 
406 CONTI 'WE 

IF I X f 4 l I -X:f-40 1 E' 6, 3 6, B 7 
87 Xl41l=X"4J 
S6 JFIX1411-J.\IQ9,'3~.~o 

88 XI41J=·1.1 
89 CONTf.'tUE 

l")o') ~' ( =J. 1 • ?" 
IF I X ( (I -1. 2') I 21,21 ,zo 

20 X I (I= I,?<; 
21 IFI'XIo<:.J-J,75122,23o2'3 
22 X fl( I ::1, "'5 
' ' Ci1'11Tl'I:Jc:' 

DO 4J <=l,N 
IFI1Cf(l-),14lt41 t40 

tat )(I (I """• I 
40 (f)'ITIN'JC" 

PARAI2t•X(221•RET 
PARA 141 •X 1211 *RSLOP~ 

no q1 ..::=12•4' 
rr::sr.aPa«Uill•t.t ~l·., 
IFil(l( I -TEST19l,9'3,q-, 

91 XI()•Tt:ST 
93 IFIXI.<.-iti-TF."ST!92,9'),QJ 
92 Xll(-?ll•T~CJT 
qJ co~r·r~uE 

DO 6S K•2•4•2 
no 16 L=tt•IQ . 
IFI XIL 1-PARA.I 1C: 1136.31t J6 

11 XILJ•J,9•PAR41(J . 
.,6 CO~Tf~IJF:' 

1)0 6S L"Pt41') 
IFI XI L 1-PA.RAIIC I I 6';~66•6S 

66. X I L I •0. 'HPA.~A.I ~I 
61\ CONTTNUF=: 

SIJ11o1:~1, 

00 61 IC_.2,10. 
SUM:z:S'J ... +X I'<+? 11/X f K+lO I 
SU'4=S 1J'<4+X(I(I*.f2,- XIIC+11*TZIISTARTII/Xfl(+qJ 

61 CONTIN'JE 
1 Fc c;u .... -o. 178,78,68 

78 StJ""'=S'.J"'*f1,-1.J 
t',R (11'11T J'IIIJt:" 

r,o ~<,? l(z? ,1 f1 
XfliU•XIKI /li'J.'t 
XIK+?l ):)((K+~ll!SIJM 

62 CO"'Tt~·l~=' 

DO 500 l(.~lt9 
COEFI( I =XIK+ti•XIK+l'J I 
COEFfl(+1 I =XII(~2? I u: II( +-11 1 

500 CONTINUF=: 
YCaQ, 
n;) 4" .ICa 1,1 R 
JC'f~-Q)')4·'4·'11 

24 L I= tO 
TEST•I X IK"+LII*TZ I I STAAT l-l,J.!)( I K+l..ll 

r.n .", '6 
-''i Ll•'' 

TF'ST•'J, 
26 CONTINU::: 

Y(::~y:: •CO!F I K J*Tl.l I START J•ExPf I J,-x f(+LJII »TZ I I START I I 
6-COEFI K I•TEST*EXPI I 1), -X fi(•L II I *Tl f I~ TART II 

42 CONTI·"'!IE 
IFI VC-J.I27t67·,?7 
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.1')'-l'.iY: 1. ')t I 'f f ( S'r.\~T I -XI 41 I 1/YC 
II=' I XI l l -')·J'o4'·, 1 14-,t.~4t44 

:.·J ;(I I I:) J"1"1'1' 

44 'T~'.4'!'=t.t•fVf r:;r . .\~TI-Y!41' 1/Y( 
I FIX I 11- )"lt.t'-1'f 1.'•6 ,46 ,to'; 

4'; Xlll:::)'f~~y 

46 ::-J:-.ITJ'\IIIC: .. , ,...,~rt ... :l~ 
I")'J'A"~Y=4~t;l TZ I fP-11-T .... O'H I •1 ,.-1.1 
)((':::;1, 

i),") 'i? I(~ l. 1'' 
'"111 .,., L•1 •! 111 
IFIL-1tZB,za,29 

28 l.J.q, 
T~~H•IICIL+Lti•Tlf IST.l~TI-1.1/JC:IL•LI I 
.-;, "" .. ., 

29 L I=·."'? 
TEST: J • 

',) C~ ... TJ'I:JC . .. 
ICC•X'::"U( ( tl•::I'J~Ffli•".\R4fii(.I•PAIUIK+tl• 

6 IF.XPI')J\4"4Vt,.o\:"U,fK+l11 
6 ·-Elt:)f:JU~'-4Y•1CIL+LI11 
6+TEST•c ~I L•L I 1-P.\~41K+l I t•~I(,:Jf ":'li·1o4Y•X I 1.+L Ill 
6-T~<;Ttl :<IL•L t I -~~~AI 0:: t1 Llt~"(Of"\'':o4'o4V• 0 \~~f(•lll 
b . •E"CPii)U.'4)11Y•XIL+LIII•O'J.4..tY• 
61XIL+-lll- . 
6.lfi..HI(+! III/I I lCIL+LII-PAR41lC•lii•IXIL+LII-_,·\~oliiC.+l111 

'i> (·.1'\lf 1'4'!': . 
TE.ST::~ITCJP-.?J•'fll.:l-li•YII·'II/1. -I(ICtll 
i)U'o4'o4YZ TEST• J. -HI"Ct: 
IFI11.1 .~; l-1.''1'o4Y) '))t'i4,)4 

5l XI2.:1J=""l'Ho4V 
:;.:. ") J ·1 1Y= TE <;p 1, ·HntC 

1 F"t •c.? J I-'\J'-''Hl";6,!i6·S~ 
\~ XI 2) I :")'J'o4'AV 

';6 C.J"'T I'"''~ 
IFf '(f ZJI-,•1 q1,S..;,81 

~-? 'II I "'1 I= t • 

41 Cl~TI'4'1~ 

IF I Xl2) 1-25. I ?5 t9S.96 
Ql, l(f ?1J:Ht• 
.,., r:-"~' r~·,e-

~-,\41:"'· 
i).J 1 J=DOti·1A 
V~•1, 

l')j ' '<= 1 t1"8 
IFI <-1 t HtHt lZ 

ll ~~;~~IIC f <+l. i J•TZI tSTAqfJ-l.I!XI (+L II 
_,., T., ' ' . 

"'' Ll•,, 
TEiT•J. 

'' CO~T 1'4tJ-: 
'~'C•'IC•COEC'f I( ••TZ f JJ •EtCOf.f >,-U<+Lt J I•TZ I Jl I 

6-COEFI I( I •T~ST•~XPf I J. -1CI (+l.l l l•f Z I JJ I 
2 CO~TI'4'JI:' 

. I')U"o4~V~ n I J 1-T'D~T 
IFITZIJJ-J.J,,~,) 

Oi.,f .. ~'I' • i'IIJ ..... y IT l I J J 
qEC•~X;J I ~XI)')•:"IiJ~"'V II I l • •~XiJf F.1fPO•O'J"""V1 I 
!"'IJw"'v.•q;c rz 1 J t•T'""qT.J·•co • ._t.t 
XC=t)• . 
00 6 (slt\t2 
I'V') or, l•l•l q 
IF1t-..J17lt7lt7l 

72 L I• t J 
TE<;T•I X I L •L·It•T /II START 1-1, JIICIL•L 1 I 
Go rn 1" 

71 tl• ,., 
f!l"<;T•l .. 

7oft C•J'H l"tdE 
X(:'((•"( Ill •("o1::FI L I t.,AR~ IIC. I •11:1 2ll ._,ARAC (+1 l• 

61 €"1CO I ""'l:t·~~veoa,~A,I ~+11 I. . 

6-~:icP I 1'J\!\fv•·(f L •Lil I 
6+TE~ T•c JC IL+L 11-;:tAIUfl(+l J J•~XOf J!Jlll!-.tV•lC.IL+LI J J 
6- TE c; T • I X f l +!..I 1.-0.'.Ro\1 !C.+ t II ·~XPI J'J.'f'I4V•P4~Af IC.+l I I 
6•::JC:=>f1'J'-''"V.lCil•LIII."'JI_J"o("tV•tXIL+LI J-""iUI(+lll I 
6/f I XII.. .. L f J•P4~41 JC.+ll I •1 XI L+LIJ-P4iUC.<+l I II 

6 CO'iTf"'t'l~ 
X(=li.Ct'?F:C 
XC"X'=• "C. I 4\ I 
vc=vc•xlll 
fF"t TZI JI-2.1~"1•6->•~!J 

'ill StJ.,.,c;:t'lhf f·let-V(.1••211J.t 
Sd~=')·J'I(+fWC-.YIJIIt•2 

GO TO I 
6J · S:.J""•S .l'•h I I VC +XC-V.( J J I ••2J •tO. 

1 C'"'")'IITI'\1!1&:' 
c- • S.J.,. 
~~T 1 JRN 

/ 

F(Z) 4or Colloid do~o. 
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FCZ) for DYPA)) 
:: !~< T I"'~ ·'"I 7 I 
C·J'"~J'I lt I 1.;; 1 o'h I.>, I[), T !I; JJ) t l' I 1J11 oX. X 11 jQJ tPtr,RA 1121 ,.\LFA. 

".!• I HU.o I Tt;:STo ~VJ0EC 121,0TEST 
..-rc:. 1 .,(lt''.'"J 

'i'J 'i 1 '( ~ ~. l: 
T c: ~ T.,. ( '( : 5 J •P <'l R A I 5) ) • ) • ~ 
I~ I .t ( <: 1- •:::; !'"I "i 1 1 <;] ,<;4 

=,4. ~·(I( I: TC C, T 

()'tt l'i Jr:" 
!'"I !TlLL-2J~";),~JloJJ~ 

'qJ) ('1.-.· I"L'":' 
"',"'\ 0 )l '(:"1 tl' 

.(f(l=..('(f(l 

XII<:: •"'~I =.<X I (+"''I 
q), ::T'IT I 't ;:-

r",tl T") 01 1 

QJl C3t~~r I 't;~=-
').j 116 (,::r 1 •6-
.. r ( i"'X)( I< I 

016 (')•.jT ~~ j::' 

.")Q :)[ ,._ 1(.=13•1 r:; 
l((>',J:('((!() 

rn.., ':'}'fTf\j•IC" 
";'j T·, "'l "'! 

~n c:~·~rr·I·J'" 
91~ (J'HI'.IJ': 

01 ~ < = 1 t't 
! F I lt' I< t- J • J -~ "~Jt I 8 t A, q 

'ln 4' or= 1 ',, r.· 
IF I lt' I < I -I ) • It. lolo -~ • 4 •J 

'•' "(!<,!=!", 

'• 1 ,."'I r f'j'Je 
~ ') t,., Y:: 1 .. 1 ) II 

I e I X. I< 1 -·1, J 14lo42t 42 
.,, '({():>1,1 

'•;'J :"'."').-..TT"f•lc 

'"I,) l) (: t ,4 
[Cf Xf(J-1, ~.11l~tl2o 1 l 

"","') Tl l.:. 
1? 1Ff'(C<)-l,7Jl1"!,l4ol4 
,, lC/1()'"-"•'!1 

l'""l'•T !'l'/~ ,-
3L·JP€1 I( I :OAR.\!( J•)(f!<.Jl>f J.-t. I 

1'-
" 
,. 
I> 

11 

911 

~,L•J.,':;! 'i I .:::JA'~\1 51•'<1 ~ 1•1 J.-l.J 
SL)O~I !II :'li\>?Af61 •"<!,! •f·J.-lel 

'),J 1., (" 1 .c; •"! 
T F.<; r ~ .\q <;I '>L,)~~ I I( 1 I • t • ~ 

~':~·\TtVE A~J-J'-'I=.:·'H •US L-~~~t:.? SLJ~€ 
.\ttl EXPI -1\T I-~Of-3T II 
J. ,.q • l! 
=lIS SLI"')P£11(+11 l! IS SL"1;>~f(l 

ft"f \CI<;f()I.."J 0~f<•tti-\~STIIbtlr,tl"i 
XI ( +11: \Cit:;{ T~~ T 1~.\~"\f '(+11 I 
SL JPJ.: I ( • t I =;:a \q A I < •1 1 *l( I I(+ l I *I ") • -1 • ) 

G•II:X:PI-t.:TJ-t:X:PI-DTJI 
11•J.?•C 
o • o.l 

:v) '" '<=q.t?., 
11•J"1"tY=PT~ST•t ).8•1 K-!! 1•0.41 
tF"IJCI(-1 J-I}'J'4"v' H.·n, B 
lC I (-ll.,i) J~'4Y 
(l)'lT l'l'IF 
1lJ.'4MY•!l.•)IIIC-ll 
IF I l( I 0. I - ")' Jl<4'tV I 18 t 1 q • l q 
l( I'( I,.-.,. f'~"4Y 
CO'l.r l'i'lt:: 
SLOD~['(J "l'le-lel*l(l(l 
SLOP': I (-IJ =1-1.-J.J»l(f.<.-11 
C'1'l.T T"l!l~ 
IF"IIT.\t.L-.!'19llt1lle"Hl 
CO~TI'W': 

i)'J·~ ... '( = 1. 
TEST.:o."), 
/)'"J ,, ,,.,,,., 

TAIL JF DIFF IS EXCLiJSIVE T15.:) ~~RFUSION 
A.yEqAGC: TAlL VALU::S 

'1'/"""'Y.::')l/\of.,.Y+TZI fO-f I 
TEST=T=:ST•o\L()jfYfiP-JJI 

22 CO"'TI'iU'" 
r)U"~"<1Y="1'J"•4'-4V It 1. 
r,::sr,fF:<;T 11 J. 
u::;r=i=:"<PtrC:"T 1 
YC•-1. 
I ~"'r- l( ~ 11 
"'l"l '' l{•ll.ellll 
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(")~X=') 
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<.1'!l(:~"'!~X•2 
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'tf (! ,. ..... "'1 
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